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From Tappan Samples Taken Wednesday

Preliminary Tests Show
No Water Contamination
Preliminary tests conducted on waste
water samples taken Wednesday from
the Murray Tappan plant's treatment
facility show "no discharge from the
lagoon" into area groundwater, a
spokesman from the water division of
the Kentucky Department for Natural
Resources said today.
Ruby Sexton, head of the communications department of the water division,
said in a telephone interview that the
tests, conducted by water division
geologist Joe Thornton, confirmed
previous test results indicating the
local plant was not a possible groundwater contaminator.

PLANTING FLOWERS — Members of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club were busy this morning planting tulips and daffodils at the entrance of the Murray-Calloway County Park. TheJallies_plicAectabout 12
Alse-platt-bed4ast-spcing.-14ve-Ciatelerc-Derraitifierni—members working are (from
dozen of each-plan4,4hey,
left) Barletta W rather, Nancy Adams, Myrt,Douglas, Lillian Graves and Doris Cella. Not shown A. Clover Cotham.

Jim Fries, chief of the planning and
standards branch in the division of
water, said Wednesday's inspection
was made because of concerns expressed to the office of Gov. John Y. Brown,
Jr., about a possible threat to groundwater supplies from industrial waste in
lagoons at the Murray plant, which

As Carter, Reagan Backers Speak Out

Accusations Continue To Highlight Campaign
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Reagan says President Carter is running a "divisive" campaign against her
Republican nominee husband, while a
Carter -aide accuses one group of
Reagan backers of duping voters.
Mrs. Reagan held a brief news conference Wednesday on arriving in,
Louisville and addressed art excited
crowd of about 200 at the Dosker Manor
apartments for the elderly.
She scheduled appearances at two
rallies Thursday in Lexington.

.Nancy

Dr, Robert L. Maddox, special assis- _
Asked about Carter's statement that
tant for religious liaison at the White
Reagan's victory would divide the naHouse, began a three-day visit to die
tion, Mrs. Reagan said: •-•I feel sad for
state by urging ministers to get behind
the man Who said it."
Carter. He attacked Moral Majority; a
- She said her husband is still ready to
group he said is telling voters Reagan
debate Carter, but only if independent
will cure social ills.
candidate John Anderson also parMaddox also scheduled appearances
ticipates. She said there are three peoThursday in Lexington and Friday in
ple in the race and her husband has
Paducah, Owensboro and Bowling
debated 'Anderson. She said the presiGreen.
dent should be willing to do the same.
Mrs. Reagan told reporters she disapShe told the apartment residents that
proved of the way Carter has been runa rumor was circulating that her husning 'his caitipaign and of "wild,
band would cut Social Security benefits
divisive statements that he's made."
if elected, and she said that was untrue.
"He believes it should be strengthened," she said.
At the hotel; Mrs. Reagan „passeed
quickly through a crowd ,outside and
went to her room. AhoUt a dozen
demonstrators displayed signs in the
hotel lobby and outside such as, "Fat
Cats for Reagan" and "ERA -Yes,
- Reagan No."
Maddox, senior minister at First
Baptist Church of Calhoun, Ga., before
he joined the White House staff, was in
Louisville for a brunch with religious
leaders, an ethics luncheon at Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary and a 7
p.m, appearance at Beuchel Park Baptist Church.
He said he saw a "fundamental
threat" in the activities of Moral Majority, many of whose leaders are
ministers who back Reagan though the

Stout Is Commended
In Merit Scholarship
Elizabeth Stout, a senior at Murray
'High School, has been named a commended student for her outstanding
performance in the 26th annual National MeritScholarship Program,
Miss Strad, the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Richard Stout, 805 Olive, received
letters of commendation from Murray
High School and the National Merit
Scholarship Corp:. which conducts the
competition.
The commended student is a member
of the Tiger Band, tennis team, Youth .
Advisory Council, vice president of Tr Alpha, secretary of her junior and
senior classes, prom queen finalist and
winner of the Free Enterprise Seminar.
Miss Stout is still undecided as to tier
college and career plans.
More than one million students
entered the 1981 Merit Program by taking the PSAT-NMSQT in 1979. About
33,000 of these students throughout the .
United States will receive a commendation for outstandingtest performance.
Commended students rank below the
level required for Merit Program
semifinalists — the only participants
who will continue in the 1981 competition for Merit Scholarships. However,
• commended students have shown exceptional academic promise by scoring
among the top 5 percent of Merit Program participants, a corporation
spokesman said.
-To be designated a commended student in the Merit Program is an attain-..
ment deserving of public recognition,"
an officer of the corporation said. "The _

$w01114.3:7.4

Elizabeth Stout
continued educational and personal
development of such students . will
benefit the entire nation."
Commended students who'requested
it have been referred as worthy candidates to admissions and financial aid
officers at two higher education institutions of their choice. Corporation
officials hope that the referral service
and Merit Program recognition will
result in assistance for these commend—
ed students as they pursue their educational goals.

The Calloway County High ,School Lakers will celebrate Homecoming
Friday against Reidland while Murray High will travel to Trigg County.
For complete details of these upcoming prep contests, see Page 7 of today's sports section,
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Miller is Recognized
By State For Service
Ferrel Miller, a soil conservationist
in Murray for the division of conservation, Bureau
of
Natural
Resources, has been recognized for
"dedicated service" and his "concern
for the environment.
The honor was presented at the fifth
annual Governor's Conference on the
Environment at the Drawbridge Motor
Inn in Ft. Mitchell, Ky., earlier this
month.

Iran Claims Iraqis Used
Missiles For First Time

inside today

today's index

group itself has tax-exempt status and
may not endorse a candidate.
The group may not formally endorse
Reagan, but with stands against the
Equal Rights Amendment, abortion,
and rights for homosexuals, and in
favor of a stronger national defense,
Maddox said, "They're teetering on the
brink."
"People are being duped," he said.
"They're going to be crushed and disappointed if Reagan is elected and these
ills in our society are not repaired. And
they cannot be repaired politically."
He urged the Louisville ministers to
back Carter.
"I don't know what you can do," he
said."I don't have any program for you
to get out the vote ... You'll have to
decide for yourselves how you want to
get involved."

clear and mild
Clear and mild tonight. Lows in
the upper 50s to low 60s. Sunny
Friday but becoming breezy and
turning- cooler in the afternoon.
Highs in the upper 70s to low 80s.
Extended Forecast
Mostly sunny warm days and
clear cool nights Saturday
through Monday. Overnight lows
in ,the 40s to lowei
highs irrths 708 to aronttd88:.

By STEVE K.HINDY
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD,Iraq 1AP) — Iran claimed today the Iraqis used ground-toground missiles for the first time in the
war, killing as many as 180 Iranian
civilians and wounding hundreds more
in attacks on two Iranian cities. Iraq's
president, apparently extending attempts to get outside help or mediation
to settle the conflict, sent top envoys to
four nations.
But Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
predicted Iran would win the war and
said his goal was to take Islamic
government to Iraq, Tehran Radio said.
Iranian planes bombed the outskirts of
Baghdad.
Iran said Iraqi invaders threatening
Ahwaz, capital of Khuzistan Province.,
were thrown back 13 miles, but Iraq
said its planes severely damaged a
large factbry there. Iraq also reported
Iranian attacks on the northeastern city
of Kirkuk wounded 18 civilians and that
Iraqi anti-aircraft fire drove Iranian
warplanes away from the northern
cities of Erbil and Mosul.
s.
Iraq claimed its forces "continued to
destroy enemy installations and to
strike at military and economic targets
deep in Iranian territory, inflicting
heavy losses in life and equipment."
But there was no comment on the
missile claim or word on the progress of
its key offensive to complete the conquest of the Iranian port of Khorramshahr and move on to the neighboring
refinery city of Abadan.
King Hus.sein of Jordan, brushing
aside American and British warnings
for
,g,his4Insearation of
-fc,::::-.71.ciraq, said he would. send Jordaniaii
troops to fight alongside the Iraqis if
they were needed. But he said that was
not immir•-• yet.
_
The Jordanian port of Aqaba-was

crowded with, about 40 ships, three
times the normal number, as supplies
for Iraq were diverted there to be moved overland to Baghdad.
In Washington, M.S. Treasury
Secretary G. William Miller reported
that North Korea's communist government was selling ammunition and
(medical supplies to Iran, But he said
spare parts and other equipment needed for Iran's U.S.-equipped military
machine are unavailable on the world
market.
The State Department said information gathered by the four U.S. electronic observation planes sent to Saudi
Arabia last week was being made
available to friendly countries in the
war zone to lessen the threat of air attacks on them.

ceased operation Sept. 19.
"Test results and a full report on the
inspection will be available in about a
week," Fries said.
Tappan was one of five - Kentucky
sites listed in a congressional subcommittee report on liquid waste impoundments believed to be potentially hazardous to groundwater supplies. The
report was issued last week.
Sexton said tests also will be conducted on the waste water to determine
if the waste water impoundments are
toxic substances. These tests are per-

formed before the wastes can be disposed.
Last week, Harry Russell, who headed the Tappan treatment facility, said a
substance is considered toxic if it is 100
times below Environmental Protection
Agency standards for drinking water.
Russell added, from his own tests, the
lagoon water was less than 10 percent
below EPA requirements.
If the impoundments are not toxic,
they are disposed of at the landfill.
However, if they are toxic, they must be
disposed of at a state hazardous waste
site.

MSU Awarded Energy
Conservation Grant
Murray State University has been
awarded a $53,065 matching funds
grant by the U. S. Department of
Energy for energy conservation
modifications in three of its building.
The grant, which will be matched by
university funds, will be administered
by the Kentucky Department of
Energy, and was applied for by university officials in July of this year, according to Dr. Richard Gray, vicepresident for administrative services.
The funds, he said, will be used for
conservation work in Ordway Hall,
Regents Hall and the building housing
the College of Business and Public Affairs.
Ordway Hall, a former residence hall
and now being converted for office use,
was occupied in 1930, and constructed
at a cost of $106,765.
The business building was occupied
in 1962, while Regents Hall, a 10-story
residence hall for women, was occupied

in 1970.
Among the major modifications to be
made in the buildings, Gray said, were
installations for both steam and hot
water heating facilities, storm windows
for Ordway Hall and modifications in
the return air system in Regents Hall,
all of which, he emphasized, would help
reduce the university's energy needs.
The three buildings were among
seven for which the university had applied for energy-saving conservation
funds.
Applications for the remaining
four—Carr Health Building and White,
Hester and Elizabeth Halls — will be
resubmitted, possibly within the next
six months,Gray said.
Murray State and Midway College in
Woodford County were the only Kentucky institutions listed in the appropriation, which was made under
provisions of the National Energy Conservation Policy Act.

"Henry County Day'
Set For UTM Game
Several hundreds of Henry Countians
are expected to be guests of Murray
State University Saturday afternoon,
Oct. 11, for the Racers' non-conference
game with the University of Tennessee
at Martin Pacers in Murray.
The day will be "Henry County Day"
at Roy Stewart Stadium and a reception
has been planned by the university's
Alumni Association for all Murray
State alumni, former students and supporters in Henry County from noon until game time at 1:30 p.m. It will be held
in Room 226 on the lower concourse of
the stadium.
All Henry Countians who register at
the reception will be guests of the
university for the game, and will be
given a ticket at that time. A light, buffet lunch also will be served, and a football, autographed by the Racers and
their coaches, will be given away as an

attendanceize among those signing
the register.
Coordinating the reception in Paris
and Henry County are: Dr. W. G.
Hoover, a Paris dentist; Bill Williams,
editor of the Paris Post-Intelligencer;
and Bill Davis, director of the mental
health center in Paris.
The event is the second of five such
pre-game, alumni get-togethers planned at the stadium this season by the
4,500-member Alumni Association, of
which Bill Morgan, Benton insurance
executive and realtor, is the president.
The Murray-UTM game will be the
17th time teams from the two schools
have met on the football field. The
Racers have won 10 of their earlier
meetings, the Pacers five and one has
resulted in a tie. Last year, the Racers
won 24-0 at Martin en-route to their first
Ohio Valley Conference championship
since 1951.

Forum Set For
School Board
Candidates
An open forum for candidates vying
for seats on the Murray Independent
Board of Education will be held at the
Murray Middle School auditorium from
7 to 9 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 23.
The forum, which is sponsored by the
P.T.A.s of Robertson and Carter
Elementary Schools and Murray High
School and the P.T.O. of Murray Middle, will give the candidates an opportunity to respond to prepared qiuestions,
as well as spontaneous questions from
the audience, a spokesman said. The
four candidates running for the two
board seats are Melissa Easley, Keith.
V., L. Hee" -Sr. and. Jamie
Washer.
A moderator and timekeeper will be
provided. Provision will be made for
small children .410 attend with parents
or guardians.

QUEEN CANDIDATES — Members of the Calloway County High School
football team have selected the 1980 Homecomillg queen candidates. The
queen will be selected by a student body vote and will be crowned at 7:30
p.m. Friday prior the.8 p.m. kickoff of the Laker-Reidland game. The candidates are (from left) Kim Canady, senior; Jana Henson, senior; Brenda
Conley, junior; Lisa Dick,4unior .n4 Laura Reeder, junior. Not pic1ure:-1 •
Tanicny Torsak, Artier. The Laker marcningliand also will perform at the
game. Came tkket for students are -S1 or $1.50 at the gate while adult
tickets are S2.50 The gates open at F,:1S p.m. The Homecoming dance will
be held 8 p.m. Saturday. Tickets are $2 and may be purchased at the door.
Disc jockey for the dance will be Mickey McCuiston.
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Coming Events Of The Community Are List▪ ed
Thursday,Oct.9
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the Holiday Inn

Thursday,Oct.9
Mission Board of Blood Riwr
Baptist Associataxi will meet at
6 p.m. at the Memorial Bapma
Church

After School Bible Club will
Ganuna Ganuna Chapter of meet at the First(Timbal'(lurBeta Sigma Ptu will meet at 7 ch.
p.m. at the home of Brenda
Workshop in Acrylic-PaalAs
Jones.
will be from 1 to 3 p.m. at the
Murri* Art Guild.
Country
and
Town
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
7
at
Homemakers Club will meet
p.m. at the home of Verona Anti Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m, at the lodge hall.
Grogaii
Grove 6126 tithe Woodmen of
the World will meet at 6 p.m at
the Triangle Inn.
Year end tennis potluck for
the women of the Murray Country Club will be at 6:30 p.m. at
the club with meat, drinks, and
bread furnished and A group to
bring vegetables or salads, B
group to bring desserts, and C
group to bring hors d'oeuvres.
-Oliver,- melodic, humorous,
and musical adaptation of
Dickens' Oliver Twist, will be
vartment of
presented by
-.0k3
•neatre, Murray
Speech ..
University Theratre,
State,
Fine Arts Department, MSU. at
8 p.m. Admission will be $3 for,
adults-and 91.50 children.

Ends Sonde*
Robert Raiford m BRUBAKER (RI
STARTS TOMORROW

Private
Benjamin
Cannel C • 753-3314
Held Oyer 606 Week
7.15 9.15 -.-2:00 Sat.,

an

Friday,Oct. 10
All Calloway County and
Murray City Schools will be
dismissed today for First
District Education Associanone' meeting at Murray
State University.

Murray State Racers will
Saturday,OCt. 11
Annual bazaar by Women's play the Martin Pacers in a
Auxiliary of the Northside In- football game at 1:30 p.m. at
dependent Church will be at 9 Roy Stewart Stadium.
a.m. at the Calloway Public
Motorcycle race sponspred
Library.
by the Benton Bushwacliers
Benefit supper and gospel will be at 7:30 p.m. at the West
Center.
Bicycle Club will meet in singing for the WPSD-TV Kentucky Exposition
adults
Room 103, Faculty Hall, Murray Crippled Children's Telethon Admission will be $3 for
State University, at 7 p.m. In- will be sponsorel by the Dex- and $1.50 for children.
terested persons are invited to ter Homemakers Club at the
Third night of "Oliver" will
Dexter Center. Plate lunches
attend.
will be served from 4 to 6:45 be presented at the Murray
Baptist Young Women of First
p.m. at $1.25 per plate. The State University Theatre at 8
Baptist Church will have a salad
gospel singing will be at 7 p.m. p.m. with admission being $3
supper at 6:30 p.m at the
for adults and $1.50 for
Fellowsiup Hall.
Country ham breakfast will children.
be served from 7:30 to 8:30
Progressive Homemakers a.m, at the Oaks Country
A tea in honor of women
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the Club.
educators at Murray State
home of Shirley Morton, 1612
University, Murray City
Sunset Drive.
After the game social Is Schools, and Calloway County
planned at the Murray Coun- Schools will be held at the
Friday,Oct. 10
home of Agnes McDaniel,
Greater Paducah Chapter of try Club.
sponsored by Rho Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will
Alpha Delta Kappa.
Art workshop for children
meet at 8 p.m. at the home of
from kindergarten through
Nell Lacy,Paducah.
Murray Squar-A-Naders
the sixth grade will be from 9
will dance from 8 to 10:30 a.m.
New Members Dinner for to 11 a.m. in the studios of the
at the Woodmen of the World
the Murray Country Club will Department of Art, Fine Arts
Hall with Blackie Alverson as
start with social hour at 6 p.m. Center, Murray State. For incaller.
followed by dinner at 7 p.m. In formation call 762-3784.
charge of-arrangements are
Messrs and Mesdames Stuart
Poston, Mike Ridley, Frank
Edwards, David McMullin,
'G CORN JR
.
ACES
and A. B. Crass.

Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m, for
afternoon shopping.
Thru TIturs 10-16
-2 00 Sat ,Sun
7 20, 9 15,
0
.

COAST TO
COAST
* Robert Blake
*Dyen Cannon

Senior Citizens activities
will be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the Douglas Center with
lunch served at 12 noon.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel Center with lunch at
1145 a.m.

Woe Thurs. 10/16
7 20;9 20

2 00 Sat ,Sun

Brooke Shields in

Woe Thera. 10/16
- 2100 Sat.,Sun.
710,9:05,

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Makin'
Molasses from 9:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at Empire Point;
Astronomy's Greatest Hits at
8 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitors
Center Theater; Managing
Land for Wildlife at 2 p.m. and
Hunter Safety at 3:30 p.m.,
both at Center Station.
Second night of "Oliver"
will be presented at 8 p.m. at
the University Theatre, Fine
-Arts Center, Murray State.
Admission is $3 for adults and
$1.50 for children.

Chestnut Si *753-3311

n 7:00-Start 7:15
Ends Tonite•
"111300(1 MAN (11)
.PLUS THRISTT DEAD (1)
0

A
13.1

TA

Workshop in Watercolors
will be from 1 to 4 p.m. at the
Murray Art Guild.

T.M.RROW

Miss Nude Americo
Coldest(11) Phi

Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m. at the First Christian
Church.

Female Animal(R)
lirway 121 S •753-3314

'sORTI1

"An obstinate man does
not hold opinions -- they
hold him •• -- Joseph Butler

Today's declarer held
EAST
WEST.
•K 9 6 4 2
strong opinions about the •75
63
•
9
10
.1
play of today's interesting
•J 10 9 3
•R 6 2
game. Tough luck. He
*A 8
•K 9 6 2
should have kept his mind
SOUTH
open for other ideas.
•Q83 .
West's heart jack went to
•A Q 5
4
.
declarers ace and declarer
•A K 7 .
saw a quick route to nine
•Q 1 0. 5
tricks He pushed through
Vulnerable Both. Dealer
his spade queen and was South The bidding:
elated when East played a
casual deuce.
North East
West
South
- Convinced -he now had
All pass
3 NT
Pass
I NT
nine tricks, declarer took.
jack
Heart
lead
Opening
another spade finesse and
the roof caved • in. East
grabbed his king; shot back have been denied his opporanother spade and now tunity to,make his fine duckdeclarer had only eight ing play
tricks Eventually, the
defenders took two clubs
BM with Corn
and three spades and an
easy game dropped into the South holds
10.9-B
soup
Declarer could have
assured his game had he not
•K 9 6 4 2
chosen the quickest way to
•6 3 •
•.1 1(15.1
score nine tricks. Instead of
• 13
trying. the spade finesse, he
should have first led his club
North South
queen with the intention of
IV
•
establishing at least
—TNT
club trick.
ANSWER: Pass. North has
East would win the ace
without spade
and return a heart to a minimum one no trump
support and
dummy's king and another
should be as good as any other
club to declarer's 10 would
partial
establish dummy's jack.
Later the spade finesse
Send bridge questions to The Aces
would lose and the clubs
Box 12363 Dallas. Texas 75225.
self addressed stamped envelope
with
to
Neverfail
break.
would
theless, declarer would have lor reply
nine tricks and East would

4o-

20% off Storewide

Sherwin
Williams
Stores

Sunday,Oct. 12
Scarbrough Reunion will be
held at the Ellis Center with a
basket lunch to be served at
noon.
-- --Mr. and Mrs. Loman Parrish, Forrest Road, Murray
Route 6, will be honored at an
open house at their home at 3
p.m., in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Gospel Sing
at 2 p.m. at The Homeplace1850, and Our Wildlife
Heritage at 2 p.m. and The
Balance of Nature at 3:30
p.m., both at Center Station.
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa will have a breakfast at
the boston Tea Party.
Square dance classes by
Murray Squar-A-Naders will
be at 1:30 p.m. at Gleason
Hall, North 12th and Payne
Streets. For information call
753-3215 or 753-0814.

Valerie Celeste Chapman, Valerie won four trophies daughter of Danny and Carol state participation trophy,
Chapman, recently attended punctuality award trophy,
the Baby Miss America party dress trophy, and
Pageant at the Hyatt Regency semi-finalist trophy.
Hotel in Lexington. She com- Accompanying Valerie o
peted in the Tiny Miss Divi- her trip were her grand
mother, Ann Darnell; an aunt
sion.
She was one of the 30 little Rita Lovett; a cousin, Bull
girls in the state to compete in Bazzell Jr.; and her mother
the state finals. In events Carol Chapman.
lasting from noon until about Her sponsors were Th.
midnight, the little girls wore Showcase, Murray Appliance
swimsuits, sport outfits and The Town and Country Dre
Shop,and The StepLadder.
party dresses.

PATIENT AT PARIS
Recently dismissed from
the Henri' County Hospital,
Paris, Tenn., was Herbert
Siemon of Buchanan,Tenn.

Matinee performance of
"Oliver" will be at 2 p.m. at
the Murray State University
Theatre. Admission will be $3
for adults and $1.50 for
children.

,

t 'islet-it,Celeste
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Jumping-Jacks

Most leer are born perlect

They should

slay that ssay

10-9-A

•9.1 10
•K 7 2
•Q 5 4
4.17 4 3

Only At

Miss Clara M. Eagle,
retired chairman of the
Department of Art at Murray
State University, was one of
several speakers at a threeclay conference on the arts and
humanities recently held at
Sarasota, Fla.
Miss Eagle spoke at two of
the sessions, both of which
were presided over by Jane
Burk Howard, a Murray State
graduate from Paris, Tenn.,
and currently chairman of the
art department at Indian
River Junior College, Fort
Pierce, Fla.
Her subjects were, "What's
New? What's Old? What's
Odd?" and "The World of
Clara Eagle." Miss Eagle is
widely known for her original
designs in jewelry.
The program was sponsored
by the state assembly of the
Florida Community College
Consortium for Arts and
Humanities and held in conjunction with the state's Community College Humanities
Association.

Making' Molasses will be
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
Empire Point, Land Between
the Lakes.

THE

Youth Lock-In will be at 10
p.m. at the Memorial Baptist
Church. Cost will be $.5 plus
money for breakfast at
•
McDonald's.

Miss Eagle
Is Speaker

Saturday,Oct. 11
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky Exposition Center.

Saturday,Oct. 11
Murray High Band and
Charlie's Antique Mall will
have an antique show from 10
a.m. to 9 p.m at the Murray
High School. Admission will
be $1.

Piano recital by Valerie
Nicholson, Park Forest, Ill.,
will be at 2 p.m. at the Recital
Hall Annex, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State.

4,,, ......

16 Dandy
.
04.A.
":
•
,
91
..,......,
c,8 ,
,
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Joint piano recital by Dr.
and Mrs. James McKeever
will be at 3:30 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.

M -W
Size

12' "2 -4

-

Young Guys & Gals Take A
Firm Stand In Jumping-Jacks

Second day of the Antique
Show will be held at the Murray High School from 1 to 5
p.m., sponsored by Murray
High Band and Charlie's Antique Mall.

Warm tones, sharp style. and the Jumping-Jacks name
inside means shoes constructed in full-grain or suede
leather for a comfortable fit and durability, molded
unit bottoms insure wearability Quality means value
and Jumping-Jacks are America's finest fitting
quality shoes.

Greater Paducah Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will
bowl at Red Bird Lanes,
Mayfield,at 2:30 p.m.
First Christian Church will
have a churchwide picnic at
the City-County Park starting
at 2 p.m. with the meal to be
served at 5 p.m.

•11--

Portside
....

/

N-M-W
Size 8' 2 -3

......
SURGERY PATIENT
Mrs. Bob (Willie Mae)
Bazzell has been dismissed
from St. Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn., after having
undergone open heart
surgery.
PARIS PATIENT
Odelle Bretton of Puryear,
Tenn., has been dismissed
from the Henry County
Hospital, Paris,Tenn.

...........
.............,........-
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$1299 Imperial

$1299 Shiftin
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Miss Mary Ann Jones Is
Married To Mr. Barrow
The marriage of Miss Mary
Ann Jones, daughter of Mn.
and Mrs. G. B. Jones, and
David Chnton Barrow, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barrow,
all of Murray, was solemnized
in a mid summer ceremony in
the chapel of the First Baptist
Church, Murray, with the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker, officiating.
. Mrs. John White, pianist,
and Mrs. Ron Wright, soloist,
presented a program of nuptial music. They were
presented corsages of white
carnations.
The vows were pledged
before an arch candelabrum
with two brass spiral
candelabra on each side.
Pastel daisies and carnations
with candles in the center
completed the altar. Family
pews were decorated with hurricane lamps with white satin
bows.
Following the exchange of
vows, the couple lighted a unity candle. Each mother
lighted a candle as she was
escorted to her seat. From
these candles the couple
lighted their candle.
The Bride
The bride, escortri to the
altar by her father, was given
hi inarriage by her parents.
She wore a formal gown of
Mr. and Mrs. David Clinton Barrow
white sheer organza with a
flared six gore skirt with nar- an overdress of sheer organdy
and was presented a corsage
row self shoulder straps. It with pastel colored flowers. of red roses.
featured a fitted lace over- The gowns featured tucks on
The bride's mother, seated
bodice with a sheer capelet at- the lower part of the sleeves
by her son, chose a floor
tached. The gown was fashion- and skirt, They carried col- length gown of blue knit and
ed by the bride's mother.
onial bouquets of pastel flowing sheer sleeves.
Her full length veil of chiffon daisies with baby's breath
Escorted by one of her sons,
fell from a Juliet cap of lace with the honor attendant havMrs. Barrow wore a green
and pearls. Her jewelry was a ing yellow streamers-and the
knit floor length gown with a
lace capelet.
single strand of pearls borrow- bridesmaids having green
Both mothers had corsages
ed from her mother. She wore streamers.
Miss Sandy Ellis served as
of white cymbidium orchids.
a blue garter and carried a
The guest register was atlace handkerchief which had flower girl. She wore a floor
tended by Miss Robin Parker.
belonged to her late grand- length dress of green dotted
Mrs. Dorothy Barrow directed
swiss with capped sleeves, a
mother, Mrs. Nellie Ward.
the wedding. They were
Her bouquet was a colonial front apron and a ruffle along
presented with corsages of
shape of white sweetheart the hemline. She carried a
white carnations.
roses surrounded by yellow white wicker basket of fresh
Reception
pixie carnations adorned with rose petals.
A reception was hosted by
The Groom
baby's breath with white dotThe groom was attired in a
the bride's parents in the
ted swiss streamers.
fellowship hall of the church.
Mrs. Susan Hopkins was the white tuxedo with tails with a
Assisting in the serving
matron of honor. The white cumberbund and a'
were Miss Margaret Jones,
bridesmaids were Mrs. Pam white ruffled shirt. He wore a
Mrs. Loretta Barrow, Mrs.
Collins and Mrs. Jo Ann sweetheart white rose with
Dorothy Barrow, Mrs. Judy
baby's breath boutonniere.
Mathis.
Tucker, Mrs. Dortha McNabb
Serving as best man was
They each wore a fitted slip
and Mrs. Bettye Jackson.
of green satin back crepe with Larry Crutcher. Tony
They had corsages of white
Raspberry and Lanch Adams
were groomsmen. Dan Jones, daisies.
The three tiered wedding
brother of the bride and
Flenoy and Dale Barrow, cake decorated with daisies
and greenery and featuring
brothers of the groom, were
three wedding bells on top,
ushers. They wore white tuxwas served from a table
edoes with green tipped rufflcovered with a green cloth
ed shirts and had boutonnieres
with a lace overlay. Punch,
of green carnations.
•re r•, r e. t•ee •• ••10
mints, and nuts were also
Gregory Brian Jones,
II) Oseell our ere reles ler e•rehel des
-my. 1.5 .
nephew of the bride, was the served.
mere
a._l. me erredori so
-err reserfte
Crystal appointments were
ring bearer. He wore a white
NA NA
our lersl
mom
tuxedo with tails and a green used. The centerpiece was set
tipped ruffled shirt with a in a round crystal bowl with
King-Landolt
pastel daisies, greenery and
green carnation boutonniere.
hisersoce Coster
Fathers of the bridal couple baby's breath. Green candles
Of Murray
were presented boutonnieres in crystal holders were also
101 Sycamore
used.
of green carnations.
Ph. 7534355
On the groom's table was a
Mrs. C.E. Mathis, grandIRIVIRS OS INSURANCE
COMPAN
mother of the groom, was chocolate cake and featured a
OF AMERICA
I Till cilltir MICHIGAN
seated by one of her grandsons farm scene. The table was
covered with a green emboridered cloth, made by the
bride's sister.
Both cakes were made and
decorated by Mrs. Loretta
Barrow, sister-in-law of the
groom.
Tables for four with white
cloths and centerpieces of
green candles and pastel
flowers in crystal holders
were used to seat the guests.
Live potted plants completed
the decorations.
Mrs. John White entertained
er 1 imp
or
.neoniaLts,
with various piano selections.
Misses Tina and Sheltie Barrow, nieces of the groom,
WITH A MINIMUM
distributed rice bags from a
wicker basket to the guests.
PURCHASE OF $10.00
The couple left for a wedYOU WILL RECEIVE
ding trip to St. Louis, Mo.,
with the bride wearing a
multi-colored blouse and tan
skirt.
TO THE UT-MARTIN VS.
The new Mr. and Mrs. BarMURRAY STATE FOOTBALL
row are now at home on South
Eighth Street, Murray
GAME, SATURDAY OCT. 11TH
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barrow, parents of the groom,
were hosts for the rehearsal
dinner held for the wedding
party at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
The bridal couple chose this
time to present their attendants with gifts.
Approximately 30 persons
were present.

IMWEISrffiRY

OIL AIR CENTER.V.S. 441 SOUTH
MURRAY

Shop Late Fridays
Open 'til 8:30 P.M.

Leather
JACKETS
Wine 8. Chili
Regular Values
125"

ONLY
"

NOW

Coordinate
SPORTSWEAR

Junior & Missy
DRESSES
We hove the largest selection of beautiful
new dresses you will find anywhere We hove
styles, fabrics & colors for everyone's tastes

Buy A Top 8. Bottom
Se, And Save 25",

Regular Values
26" to 104"

Regular Values
17" to 881'

25

Missy Sizes 6 thru 20
AM Juniors 3 thru 15

/0 OFF
0

sots of Top & gone.,

We Are Getting Better & Better With Age

Fall

BLOUSES
R•gulor Values
22" to 30"

4r.)

Terry
Tournament
By KEDS

Velour TOPS
R•gularly 17" to 26°

VLF

113 oFF

Celebrate With Us

•

Regularl y

999

Soft and Comfortable Velveteen Uppers on a
Rugged Run-About Sole. In Navy, Rust 8. Tan.

Store-Wide Savings Up To 40%

Pant
COATS
Regular UOlUIPS
82" to 95"

680°
,
7700

HOSPITAL PATIENT
of
Dallas Canerdy
Buchanan, Tenn., has been
diwnissed from the Henry
County Hospital, Pwis,Tenn.

TO

Vanity Fair
ROBES
Three Sensational Styles
Regular Values
22" to 35"

599
To
2599
•

••

COPY AVAIL ABLE

Sri

Join Our Celebration With Super Savings In Every Department

Pi

ONE FREE TICKET

p

West Kentucky's
Leading Fashion Store . ..

I
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Vanity Fair
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featuring shirnmering satiny Gilson:6o nylon
chaos' pain front Star Whoa or Hooey Beige
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Quilts Are Now On Display
A display of fiandinade.
, quilts is now being shown at
the Calloway County Public
Library in the foyer and the
main reading area. They may
be seen through the month of..
October.
Most of the quilts are very
old and belong to families in

the community. The two
belonging
to
Beurdean
Wrather hae interesting
stories stemnung from the
Civil War period when Mrs.
Wrather's great grandfather
packed the patchwork quilts in
his saddlebag as he traveled to
preach, to Confederate !! ips

RACER FOOTBALL

MURRAY STATE
VERSUS
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
SATuR3Ast OCT 1'
1
PM
STEVVART STADIUM-MURRAY KY
GATES OPEN AT 11'A.M.

WSJP SPIRIT DAY
• 1-1 Ot1'
1 15

The Great 'BEd 'RaCe
Intramural Cross- Country
Championship
Bo Derek Look-Alike

Noon

COnIesf
12 15

.

Dolly Parton Look-Ahke
Contest
Tug Of War
The Great Munch
PIzza • Eat,n Contest ,

1230.
12 4E,

MSU
7,
ri";"
'''•,

",;;.)
r '3,i

,jornue:rt,
,
,

"

B,.; - or The
Al End At

—"-TICKET PRICES
Reserved Seat - - S5
• General Admission — $4 and $2
Call 762-6184 For More Information

l'ainped along the Tennessee
River. Many et the quilts are
over 100 years old. Some of
the patterns are the wellknown Log Cabinrclesign, Lone
Star, and Crazy Quilt;
Also included in the display
are appliqued quilts, one of
which is the famous Apple
Blossom pattern belonging to
Millie H. Parker. The Flower
Garden is another familiar
pattern and it can be seen in
the Children's Reading area.
"This beautiful handiwork,
which used to be a necessity
and is now a needleart revived, can really be appreciated
when you see the colorful
Cathedral Window quilt made
by Mrs. Ivy McCuiston," commented Velva Maupin, who
coordinated the display.
he public is welcome to
come by anytime during
regular library hours to see
the variety of quilts
displayed," she further added.

llt-s. .Shapla Gives
Lessor( .4(')leet
Courtin-side Club
Debbie Shapla presented the
lesson on "The Look of Fall
1980" at the September
meeting of the Countryside
Homemakers Club held at the
County
Murray-Calloway
•
Park.
The club voted to send a
donation to the Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville, for
Christmas gifts.
Wanda Barrett presided.
Reports were given by
Carolyn Enoch, treasurer. A
nomination for the Master
Farm Homemaker was made.
A picnic lunch was served at
noon. Also present were
Monica Walston, Wanda
Henry, Linda Ward, and
Patricia Ward.
The October meeting will be
held at the home of Wanda
Henry with each one to bring
an International food for the
meal.

---Wedding Is Planned-The Rev. and Mrs. Terry
Wilson of Benton Route 1 announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
oldest daughter, Teresa Ann,
to the Rev. Michael Keith
Bragdon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William A. Bragdon, 2550
Vego Street, Lake Station,
Ind.
Miss Wilson,a 1979 graduate
of Marshall County High
School, was formerly
employed
with
HoltonMelugin Insurance, Murray.
She is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrel Wilson and
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr, all
of Hazel. She is the great
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter L. Mills, also of
Hazel.
The Rev. Bragdon is a 1977
graduate of Edison Senior
High School, Lake Station,
Ind. He is an independent Baptist missionary out of the
Bethel Missionary Baptist
Church, Porter, Ind., going to
Japan.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
Freeman I. Bragdon of lake
Station and of Thomas Perryman of Providence.
The wedding vows will be
read on Friday, Oct. 24, at 7
p.m. at the Emmanuel Missionary Baptist Church, Murray.
Only out of town invitations
will be sent and all relatives
and friends are invited to attend the wedding.

TRUCKLOAD SALE
OCT. 8-9-10-11
PRICES REDUCED ON

Stoves
ak
Inserts
Functionally Efficient
Fuel burns more completely in these state-of-the-art stoves; a
supply of pre-heated air infroduCed to fuel gases promotes more
complete combustion.
Excellent distribution of air, through the heat chamber and heat
exchange tubes provides even distribution of heated air. Three
separate tans Jet you control the amount of heated air
circulated—up to 351 CFM.

Discounts On In Stock Glass Doors

TAFIREPLAce
SHOPPE753-4150
ty

Pier 1imps
WITH A MINIMUM
PURCHASE OF $10.00
YOU WILL RECEIVE

ONE FREE TICKET
TO THE UT-MARTIN VS,
MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL
GAME, SATURDAY OCT. 11TH

Ifiss Teresa Ann-Wilson

llichael Keith Broglion

BEL AIR CENTER
U.S. 641 SOUTH
MURRAY
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Winter League For
Tennis Plans Play
Here On Monday. •

The Winter Ladies Tennis
League will play Monday, Oct.
13,at 9 a.m. at the Blue Tennis
Courts at Murray State
University.
The lineup is as follows:
Patsy Oakley, Andrea
Hogancainp, Pdggy Bil Iington, and Patsy Miller.
Rainey Apperson, Shirley
AT HOSPITAL
Homra, Mickey Gottfried, and
R. W. Churchill of Murray is
Jeanetta Williams.
a patient in Room 9016,
Judy Carroll, Geogianna
Vanderbilt
Hospital,
Moffitt, Lynn Stout, and Jana
Nashville, Tenn., 37203. He
Hughes.
will be observing his 81st birLois Keller, Joni Billington,
thday on Monday, Oct. 13, and
Sharron Brown, and Brenda
persons may send him cards
Marquardt.
at the above address.

Olympic Plaza, Murray;

THE stPC
COURTESY OF

Vows To Be Read
At Local Church

Married 50 Years
Mr. and Mrs. George Edwards will observe their, golden
wedding anniversary on Oct. 11. They reside in the Fairdealing Community in Marshall County.
The couple was married Oct. 11, 1930, at Lynn Grove by the
late Elder J. R. Scott. Their attendants were Mrs. Mary
Myers Marshall and the late Rex Gordon.
Mrs. Edwards • is the former Martha Helen Harrison,
daughter of Mrs. Rubye Harrison of Benton and the late T. E.
Harrison. She was employed for many years by the Kentucky
Department of Parks.
Mr. Edwards,the son of the late Henry and Ethel Edwards,
is a retired farmer.
Their two living children are Mrs. Bettye Brooks Meredith,
Hopkinsville, and Michael Don Edwaards, Benton. One
daughter, Martha Louise Edwards, is deceased. They have
one grandson.
Due to poor health the couple will not have an open house or
reception,and ask that gifts be omitted.

Clinic Is Planned
A Pap Smear Clinic for Women will be held Monday, Oct.
13,from 1 to 3 p.m. at the Calloway County Health Center.
Persons should call the center at 753-3381 for an appointment.
Regular clinics are conducted each Tuesday and Thursday
at the center with the hours being 8 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 4
p.m.

As a price-consclous mother,
you will be happy to know that
fashion, function and flt are
still affordable Thanks to
Buster Brown

RETURN TO
THE
CLASSICS
The OMNI in infants 5Y2 to Big Boys 7-BC-D widths Rust Brushed

Buster Brown Thrifties
18,25

Miss Susan Cates Will Be
Installed Worthy Matron
Miss Susan Cates will be installed as worthy matron of
Mayfield Star Chaper No. 443
Order of the Eastern Star on
Saturday, Oct. 11, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Mayfield Masonic Hall
on East Broadway, Mayfield.
Others to be installed include:
Bill Cates, worthy patron;
Lucille Garland, associate
matron; Lubie Bedwell,
associate patron; Mary Ann
Cates, secretary; Nina Lee
Holt, treasurer; Johnnye
Jones, conductress; Estelle
Stairs,associate conductress;
'The Rev. John Bradley,

chaplain; Charlie Knight,
marshall; Josephine Poyner,
organist; Brenda Bowman,
Adah; Sue Bagwell, Ruth;
Esther Skaggs, Esther; Lurlie
Reed, Martha; Tressie York,
Electa; Nancy Britt, warder; .
Elbert Britt, sentinel.
The incoming
worthy
matron is a dietetics major at
Murray State University and
invites all Eastern Star
members to this event. Miss
Cates was active in the Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of
the Rainbow For Girls here
several Years ago.

Burnetts
Downtown Shoes

Paris

Zip off Sleeves...Multi-Color Stri es Quilted, Hooded Jackets

Ski Jacket Sale

$28
Hundreds of New Styles...
Machine Washable Nylon and Poplin
Fall's Hottest Fashion Jacket .
On Sale.$28 Now at Minnensi

Layaway Now hi Dec. 24
Left
Zip-off sleeve, multi-color
washable nylon Ski Jacket
reg. $39. sizes S-M -L

sale'28
Right
Two-tone, contrast piping
washable nylon Ski Jacket
reg $39, sizes S-M-L

sil

sale s28

mriens
Bel Air Center and Olympic Plaza
Shop Daily 109,Sunday 15
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,Looking Back
10 Year Ago
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Crass has resigned as a
member of the Murray at)
,Council and
Dave Willis has been named to succeed
Crass by the council members
Deaths reported include John Chester
Taylor,66, and Frank Noles, 78.
The Oct. 10th issue of TV Guide, nationally distributed magazine now on
the newstands, carried a three page article on Nathan Stubblefield of Murray
and his invention of radio.
Roy Weatherly, formerly of Murray,
now of Benton, has been named as
president-elect of the First District
Education Association. John Taylor of
Murray has been named vice president.
Births reported Include a boy to Dr.
arid Mrs. J. Russell Ross, Oct. 3, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Wilson, Oct. 6,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Robert McMinn,Jr.,Sept. 19.
Speakers for Layman's Day on Oct.
11 at churches will include tarry
Puckett of Dexter-Hardin at Martin's
Chapel and Douglas Shoemaker of
Mason's Chapel at Kirksey.

If

Real Estate Prices
NEW YORK ( API -- If you want to
spill drinks, induce overindulgence,
and eventually create hysteria at a
suburban cocktail party, simply comment about the coming collapse of
real estate prices."
Those few words will halt levity more
t.' swiftly than saying "My broker is E.F.
F.,- Hutton, and E.F. Hutton says."
•
That's because a family with few :liquid assets might still feel rich, "you
. known, because we have enormous
equity in our house."
The equity can be tapped for college
tuitions, for a trip or for retirement —
all that goes with that way of life. If the
equity goes, so goes the life, and that
provokes the question: Can it?
Some commentators think so, but
they have a similar background: Most
are or have been involved in the
securities business. They have a
tendency to view the home as just an investment.
They figure it this way:
Home costs, mortgage rates and
upkeep are pricing millions of firsttime buyers out of the market. They do
not have downpayments, and cannot afford monthly carrying charges.
They probably couldn't get the money
.anyway, because savings institutions
an't find the money to lend. Governnt and business needs have reduced
the money pool.
So the demand falls, and you cannot
have a market made up only of sellers.
And that in turn, affects sellers.

Bible Thought

fi,

The Spirit itself beareth
witness with our spirit, that we
are the children of God.
Romans 8:16.
We know we are right with
rrod when we are doing His will
and when we feel Him alive
within us.

nother,
(how that
1 fit are
to
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soy. 7-B-

ties
,
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If, for example, a homeowner wants
to move to a larger home, he figures the
cost. Right away, he realizes that he
might have to give up an 8 percent niortgage for one at 14 percent. He looks at
the difference between a $30,000 mortgage at 8 percent and a 14 percent mortgage, say,on a $60,000 new house. On a
20-year basis, it's the difference
between $233 and $746.
The would-be buyer reflects. Why, he
asks,should I take on an additional $513
a month when I already have a good
home? Why, take on higher heating
bills, more upkeep? He bows out of the
market,and so do his counterparts. The
price of the more expensive home drops
because demand is off.
But there is more to the housing story
than that.
In the 1980s, a mortgage-lending
group observes, some 40 million
Americans will reach age 30. They will
want homes. Can you imagine the
uproar if a generation of Americans
was denied decent housing? Denied
what they consider a birthright?
Many of those who view the
demographics foresee an explosion of
prices because of the shortfall of current construction and the population
bulge of potential buyers. A house isn't
a security, they say, it's essential, and
will always be in demand.
True, but what about financing?
The analysts say that somehow it
must be made available. Housing might
not hold top priority now, but, they say,
it will.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger, &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by An
individual writer in a colturnf or
other article, to responehith their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
.the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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Our newspaper publisher friend up at
Owingsville in Bath County, Russ Metz,
writes one of the best human interest
columns you'll ever read. At the office,
we look forward to seeing what he will
come up with next, and the other day
we weren't disappointed when he told of
this account of the first day of school at
an Indianapolis elementary school.
The teacht,r, he wrote, was a lady by
the name of Emily Fitts, and from his
account of that first day of the school
year for her in the classroom, it looked
like it was going to be one of those
years.
She had the first-grade, and when all
the youngsters' clothes were hung in
the lockers, she began assigning the
children to their seats. As she was telling the little folk where to sit, one shyly
approached her, tugged at her sleeve
and whispered in her ear:
"My what?" she-etclaimed.
"Your electric chair," the little
fellow,said. "My Daddy told me you
,t5 had an electric chair where you put
children who misbehave."
+
Miss Fitts reassured the child that
the public schools no longer use electric
chairs to discipline pupils. Then she
began asking each of them their name
and everything was proceeding fine until she came to a youngster who
responded,"Darth Vadar."
Since there was no Darth Vadar on
her list from the office, she asked the
child if he ever went by another name.
"Several inilleniums ago," he said,
"in another galaxy. I used to be known

By Deraalvy aw4 kaiby loaning§
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Uncle Jeff's department store was subjected to a break-in
the night of July 23 when a trailer pulled up to the back door and
carted off with $4,000 to $5,000 of miscellaneous merchandise, but not
before a neighbor back of the place alerted police, who gave chase
to the car and trailer that ended in a crackup, whereupon four adults
and a juvenile fled in different directions. The entire city police,
sheriff and university patrol combined in running down four of the
burglars and the fifth arrested in Hammond, Ind., while alighting
from a bus.
With the public housing facilities filled and a waiting list of
applications on file, Murray Housing Authority obtained $582,797
grant for the construction of 50 additional units for elderly persons,
eight units to be built in the Douglass School neighborhood and
42 on Ellis Drive. President Johnson's War on Poverty was reaching
generous proportions in Calloway County.
Speaking of class, Peoples Bank installed a closed circuit TV
unit to accommodate its downtown drive-in customers August 11,
located on Main Street at South 6th. You can see the cashier on
a TV screen and she can see you. Probably the first time you ever
got on TV in Calloway County. Nothing more beautiful than looking
at yourself.
Edward (Ed) Lovins, 97 year old resident of the New Concord'neighborhood, died at West View Nursing Home Aug. 15, 1966,
following a lengthy illness. His wife, Mrs. Virginia Lovins, died
February 2 at the age of 93 years. The couple were parents of
three outstanding rural school teachers, Guy and Otis Lovins and
Mrs. Estelle Spiceland. Services for both the parents were held at
Poplar Springs Church and burials were in New Concord Cemetery.
For full utilization of motel efficiency and looking forward to
a larger City of Murray, Murray Investors Corp. authorized the
construction of 40 additional units to complement the Holiday Inn
with a total of 100 units.
Odds and ends for the 1966 year included a 10 per cent tax rate
increase by the fiscal court, bringing it in line with the advance
made by the city; A. L. Bailey, hospital administrator, was named
executive' director of Houston-McDevitt Clinic Aug. 23, following a
tour of hospital administration in Alabama and Florida; West Murray Church of Christ broke ground for the construction of a house
of worship on Sputh 13a,-.3ert,-and a series of !agt..7.
were
i
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cashed by a -dear old gray-headed 'lady.
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as Jimmy Thomas, but that was long
before I joined the Imperial Empire."
"I see, Mr. Vadar," she Said, checking off the name of Jimmy Thomas on
her list and making a notation beside it.
'Much to Miss Fitts' surprise, all of
the children were present and accounted for. As she proceeded to explain the rules of the classroom, a
pupil's hand went up.
"I've got to go home real bad," the
child explained.
"But you just got here" Miss Fitts
said, "and school does not-let out until
2:30 this afternoon."
"I know," the efald said, "but my cat
got wet this morning and I put them in
the clothes dryer to dry out. I forgot to
fake him out when I left for school this
morning."
Miss Fitts directed the youngster to
the principal's office to use the
telephone to call his mother.
+++When she returned to the classroom,
she found Darth Vadar standing in front
of the room with a fire extinguisher going full blast. She grabbed it out of his
hand and asked, "Just what. is the
meaning of this?"
"We were being attacked by a
squadron of Craconian storm
troopers," he said quite seriously. "We
were lucky this time."
As she put the fire extinguisher back
in its place, she accidentally triggered
the fire alarm, which resulted in an
evacuation of the entire school and the
arrival of seven pieces of fire fighting
equipment.
En route back to the classroom, a
youngster tugged at her sleeve and
said,"Gee, Miss Fitts! It's exciting going to school! My older sister said it
was boring, but I think it's real fun!"
Miss Fitts looked up at the clock and
noted to herself that only two hours had
passed during the first day of the rest of
the school year.
+++
Every now and then something

comes in the mail which will warm your
heart. Such was the letter I received the
other day from former Murray State
football coach Jim Moore up in North
Haven,Conn.
Coach Moore, you may recall from a
column I wrote earlier, suffered a
stroke some months ago only five days
after he had retired and has been slowly
andpainfully making his way back ever
since. I gave his address in the column,
hoping some of his former players and
friends would send him a letter or card,
and here's what he wrote me the other
day, slowly and painfully, I'm sure,
with his left hand:
"Your efforts in trying to get people
to remember 01 Jim Moore sure paid
off for I was swamped with mail from
former players and students I had in
class.
"I even had a letter from Forrest
Pogue. Every letter was answered even
though it put me way behind in my
regular correspondence.
"I heard from such people as Bill
Thompson, Jim Allison, Ruth Anna
Black Mrs. Jim Allison
Peanuts
Johnson, Joe Brown, Bud Dubia,
Rodney Fuller and a host of others. If
you ever had any doubt that your column was being read, I can attest to its
popularity.
"One of my former students who
wrote to me is Mrs. Davey Hopkins of
Murray. She was Bea Roberts when I
knew her. She was kind enough to give
me a lifetime membership in the Alumni Association, so I am now receiving
The College News and each issue of the
aliunni magazine.
"She said she had seen you, T. Sledd
and Auburn Wells at a game. I'd almost
forgotten about.Aulaurnand was glad to
hear that he is still around and active.
The weather has turned cold here but
the foliage hasn't started yet. This is all
for nbw in this short note.
"Please give everyone my regards.
Your friend, Jim Moore."
Thanks,folks.

Washington Today

Inflation Indicators
An Al'News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEAftS
Al'Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — It was a
political gift horse for the Democrats —
and a handy target for a quick kick
from Ronald Reagan.
So the government's latest set of inflation indicators fit nicely into the
presidential campaign on both sides,
providing sound if not substance.
The issue revolved around a decline
in wholesale prices reflected in the
government's Producer Price Index,
which measures the cost of goods on the
way to the marketplace.
Carter's spokesman called it
evidence that his economic policies are
working. Reagan called it a hoax,
because the dip was due to a change in
the way the figures were computed.
The Republican nominee had circumstantial evidence on his side; the
decline in wholesale prices couldn't
have come at a better time for Carter.
Those numbers are issued on the first
Friday of each month — in this cask.
one month before the presidential election.
And the next report, which is likely to
be less favorable, will be issued three
days after the election.
But the Producer Price Index is not
the major inflation gauge. It measures
the price of goods on the way from producers and manufacturers to the
marketplace.
The Com/all/elr
Indelni the key
cost-of-living figure — and a new one,
covering September, is due out on Oct.
24, 10 days before the election. That's
going to be a major campaign talking
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By M. C. Garrott

How Many First-Grade Teachers
Can Relate To This Initial Day?

Calloway County

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
We have been taught to think of a
heretic as someone who willfully, even
perversely, chooses to oppose the opinion or behavior of the majority. Much
as we Americans admire "loners," we
have been convinced that heretics are
loners who have somehow "gone bad."
Not so, said the Spanish individualist
philosopher Miguel de Unamuno (18641936). Unamuno, who spent many years
fighting what he regarded as the intolerance of late nineteenth and early
twentieth century religious thought,
wrote in The Agony of Christianity
(1925) that a heretic was a person "who
freely chooses a doctrine, who freely
holds an opinion..."
And who would dare say that the
authentic personal sense is not
occasionally capable of discovering certain principles of the common sense, that heresy does not
sometimes create orthodoxy? All
orthodoxies were heresies in the
beginning.
And that, of course, includes even
Christian orthodoxy!

20 Years.Ago

point during the final days, for Reagan
if the inflation rate goes up from
August's 0.6 percent, for Carter if it
goes down.
By then, the flap over changes in the
producer price system will be long
forgotten. It began when the Bureau of
Labor Statistics reported last Friday
that wholesale prices had dipped by 0.2
percent in September, the first decline
in 4,
2 years.
But the decrease stemmed from a
factor that hadn't been included in computations before, the discounts
automobile manufacturers give on one
year's models as they prepare to introduce the next year's line. Those are
the discounts that enable auto dealers
to offer a price break on 1980 models
still in stock when 1981 models come
out.
If those end-of-the-year price reductions hadn't been included, the index
would have shown an increase of 0.4
percent. The bureau reported that
change, and its impact, as it reported
the September figures.
There certainly was no effort to conceal the change; while the bureau is
part of the Depatment of Labor, and
therefore of the administration, it
jealously guards its reputation for
statistical impartiality.
Commissioner Janet I.. Norwood said
the change had been in the works for a
year as her agency Sought to produce
the most accurate numbers possible.
The bureau did say pearly a year ago
That it planned a revision, although it
did not specifically describe the,autb
discount item. Nobody paid much attention at the time — but that wasn't during a campaign.

The Murray City Council passed an
ordinance on Oct. 7 on the second
reading calling for a bond issue of approximately $320,000 to be placed on the
November ballot. This concerns the
building of a new hospital here.
College High School has an enrollment of 581 students, according to
Wilson Gantt,director.
Forty-two calves were shown and
sold in the Purchase District 4-H and
FFA Beef Show and Sale held here on
Oct. 9. The entries included 19 from the
4-H and 23 from the FFA.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
John Clifton O'Daniel. The Rev. James S. Gupton of
Mayfield will be the speaker at the
revival services to be held at the First
Christian Church.
Jerilyn Washer, Susan Tesseneer,
and Andrea Kemper are officers of Girl
Scout Troop 28 at Murray College High
School.
The Murray State College
Thoroughbreds lost to the Cardinals of
Louisville by the score of 12 to 6 in a
football game.

30 Years Ago
Thirty-five farmers and business
men made a beef tour of the farms of
Prentice and Clifton Parker, Leon
Cooper,and Gus Robertson here on Oct.
6, according to S. V. Foy,county agent.
The great great granddaughter of the
founder of the city of Murray.. was a
visitor in the office of The Ledger &
Times last Saturday. Mrs. Charles F.
Brooks is her name and she and Mr
Brooks now reside in Kansas City, Mo.
Dr. J. A. Outland, County Health Officer, will conduct a health examination
of the first grade children at Hazel High
School on Oct 10, according to Mrs. Pat
Thompson, 'health chairman for the
Hazel Parent-Teacher Association.
Joe Windsor, son of Mr. and Mrs. V.
E. Windsor of Murray, is now stationed
at Fort Benning,Ga.
Mrs. Luvean Maupin announces the
engagement of her daughter, Letitia, to
George Carl Johnson III, son of Mr. and
Mrs. G. Carl Johnson of Greenwich,
Ohio.
A parade of about 50 cars loaded with
Thoroughbred supporters met the
triumphant Murray State College football team on its return from Richmond
and its 19 to 0 victory over Eastern. The
team is now second to Morehead in the
the Ohio Valley Conference standings.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Today In Ilistorr
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday,Oct. 9, the 283rd day
of 1980. There are 83 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 9, 1934, King Alexander I of
Yugoslavia was assassinated by a Croat
student in Marseilles, France.
On this date:
In 1701, Yale College was founded in
New Haven,C011/1.
In 1760, the Russians captured Berlin.
In 1958, Pope Pius XII died at the age of
Ten years ago. American 13-62s pounded
the Ho thi Minh trail in Leos.
Five years ago, Andrei Saltharov — the
father of the Soviet hydrogen bomb —
became the finst Soviet citizen to win the
Nobel Peace Prize.
One year ago, President Carter said the
battle against inflation would remain the
number one priority of his administration
— even if it proves politically harmful.
Today's birthdays: Former Heade John
Lennon is 40 years old. Singer-songwriter
JacksoirBrowne is 31.:
Thought for today. The lazier a man is,
the more he is going to do tomorrow —
Norwegian proverb.
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Support The Tigers
Attend Friday's Game

Murray High quarterback Gregg Morton fires a pass
over the middle in the Tigers 42-3 loss to Caldwell
County last week.

Carroll Tire
Service
Your
UNIROYAL

Murray
Electric
System
401 Olive — 753-5321
"All The Way Tigers"

Go
Get'em
Tigers

...When
You Can't
Watch
The Tigers

Do It On A
HONDA EXPRESS

Overby Honda
801 S. 4th Murray, Ky.

753-4092

Your Standard Oil Dealer
1109 Pogue
753-4652

THE MURRAY THEATRES

Hey! Guys & Gals - Want To Get To
School Or Practice
41
For Pennies?

Purdom
Motors
Oldsmobile
Pontiac Cadillac
-Satisfied Customers
.
Are Our
111# Main Concern"

1406 W. Main - 753-5315

Randy Thornton
Service Co.
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LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

Heating, Air Conditioning
Commercial Refrigeration
Commercial Kitchttg Equipment

Storey's
MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St
753-1214

FOOD
GIANT
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Reidland Brings Explosive Offense

Laker Homecoming Is For Real
C.8
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AFTER SIX WEEKS ON THE ROAD — The Calloway
County football team returns home to its new field for its

homecoming game against Reidland tomorrow night.

Wildcats Scheduled For Win This Week

3-3 Trigg County Hosts Murray
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
An up-and-down Trigg County squad confronts a 2-4 Murray football team when the
Tigers travel to Cadiz tomorrow night with kickoff slated
for 7:30 p.m.
The Wildcats have played to
a 3-3 record, but have been a
very unpredictable club.
Trigg County has yet to put
together a winning streak,
alternating with a win and a
loss each week.
Trigg County opened its
rollercoaster season with a
win over Greenville, Tenn.
The Tigers have also beaten
Webster County and Calloway
County between losses.
Trigg was destroyed, 42-0,
by Fort Campbell Friday
night. If the Wildcats stick to
the pattern they have
established so far, they should
be sky-high for the Murray
game.
"They were beaten badly by
Fort Campbell last week, but
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so has everyone else," Murray
head coach John Hina said.
"They have a lot of pride over
there, with two state championships in their history.
They'll be up for us."

many people both ways,"
Hina said.
"The fact that they have a
lot of players playing both
ways will give us a break.
They use a 50 '1 defense
sometimes, a 41 defense at
other times. They really don't
have a dominant defense. Its
going to be a challenge for our
offense this week."
The Tigers' injury report is
the best that it has been in
several
weeks. Craig
Crawford is the only player
doubtjul for Friday. Crawford
is suffering from an injury tb
his calf muscle but could
possibly play.
''Generally, we are in the
best shape that we have been
i,n a while," Hina said.
"Besides Craig, we've got just
the normal bumps and bruises
that you could expect.
"We've made our plans and
we are going to be ready. We
want to play some fine ball
and get back on the winning
track."

fense and they are not afraid
to run over you," Hina said.
"They've got a lineman named Homer Stevenson who is
outstanding. He runs both
ways and is a crushing blocker
The Tigers are coming off of 'and tackler.
a 42-3 drubbing at the hands of
"They've also got a kid at
Caldwell County, a team fullback named .Birdsong
which flattened Trigg, 37-18. (David) who is big enough to
Despite the lopsided score, carry people with him. Their
Hina found consolation in the quarterback and halfbacks
brief brilliance of the offense.
are no slouches either.
"I was very pleased with
"We will see a lot more opour first two or three series tion running, a lot of inside
against Caldivell," Hina said. traps, off-tackle plays and out"We did many good things on side pitches with Trigg runnoffense but we forgot to score.
ing the wishbone. They are
"You've got to put points on also not afraid to pass the ball.
the board to win. We are con- Their quarterback is fully
centrating on our ball control capable of throwing out of a
— getting the ball and holding pro set." on to it."
,
Hina feels that a key to the
Whereas the Tigers faced a game will be the fact that each
team that dominated with its squad plays a lot of players on
speed last week, Trigg County both offense and defense.
"We have been worn down
stresses the power portion of
at the end of some of our
the game.
"They run a wishbone of- games because we play so

V1DHIBB1ITS
ports Editor
Every once in a while, an occasion proves to be exactly the
event for which it was given
its name.
Homecoming is taken for
granted as a part of practically every athletic tradition in
this country. But when
Calloway County dons its red
jerseys for the first time this
year against Reidland at
home tomorrow night, the
crowd that packs the Laker
football field for its opening
will indeed
witness a
homecoming.
After the first 16 games in
its varsity history — counting
all six on the road this year;
its "home" games played at
Murray State last year; and a
total of one win during those
games it's a good bet that a
Leant never welcomed such an
opportunity any more than
this Laker group does this
week.
The Calloway County home
field will seat a crowd of 3,000
and will have what its coach
Sam Harp calls the best
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Leonard, a right-hander
with a 20-11 record, will oppose the Yankees' Rudy May,
15-5, in the second AL championship match tonight.

Co.

Larry Gura regrouped after
Rick Cerone and Lou Piniella
slugged successive home runs
on bad pitches in the second
inning to outduel Ron Quidry
and pitch the Royals to a 7-2
victory Wednesday in the
opener of the best-of-five
showdown.
The Royals, who lost the
playoffs to the hated Yankees
in 1976, 1977 and 1978, got
unexpected performances
from the lower part of their
batting order and played the
aggressive, fast and loose
style that has characterized
the team for four years.
Amos Otis opened the Kansas City second with a single
off Guidry, who lasted only

three innings. After Otis stole
second and John Wathan
walked, the runners moved up
on a wild pitch and scored
when Frank White hit a bloop
double between shortstop
Bucky Dent and FIniella in left
field.
White, who batted ninth,
went three-for-four with a double and two singles.
First baseman Willie Aikens
lashed a two-run single in the
third. to put the Royals on top
4-2.
"When the count got to
three-and-two, I thought I'd
get a fastball," Aikens said;
"Then I got a fastball in."
Yankee Manager Dick
Howser replaced Guidry with

righthauder Ron Davis starting thelourth inning.
Gura, handed a 4-2' lead,
bore down with renewed confidence.
"From the fourth inning on,
I felt pretty good," he said.
Reggie Jackson, whose 41
home runs and 111 RBIs led
the Yankees this year, stranded five baserunners and was
hitless in four at-bats.
Perhaps the best pitch Gura
made was an easy groundout
he coaxed from the Yankee
slugger in the seventh after
Dent and Bob Watson singled
with two out.
"If I didn't get Reggie out, I
knew I'd be out of the game,"
Gura said. "That was the key
pitch."

Everything is definitely on
schedule for a special occasion, except for what Harp
wants the most — the team's
second win of the season after
five losses.
"I feel that we can beat
Reidland," Harp said. "We
will have to explode on them
from the start of the game. It
is almost a necessity for us to
score on them first."
Reidland, however, is riding
a succession of two shutouts,
with the last one coming over
Lone Oak,9-0. Lone Oak handed the Lakers a 26-3 loss
earlier in the season.
Reidland has come within a
whisker of being 4-3 instead of
2-5 through its first seven
games.
In the last few minutes of a
15-14 loss to Heath, it had a
pass dropped in the end zone,
and it missed a two-point conversion against Murray inside

the last minute in another 1point loss, 14-13.
"I think Reidland is just as
good as Trigg County (a team
that beat Calloway, 34-15, and
is playing Murray this
week("Harp said, "if not better. Their 2-5 record does not
indicate the type of football
they have been playing.
"They have a good football
team even though they are not
big. They are small and quick
and they do not give up.
"They do so many things offensively. They have quite a
few trick plays. They try to
catch you sleeping."
One trick play Reidland has
tried this year worked earlier
in the season against Union
County.
After coming onto the field
for its first play from scrimmage,the Greyhounds put only 10 players in the huddle and
left the other one on the
sideline.
When nobody from Union
County picked up the lone
receiver, 5-foot-4 quarterback
David Walker hit him for a

gain to the Union 10-yard line
before he was caught from
behind.
Harp says he has worked
during the last two weeks to
catch Reidland's trick plays
while looking for improvement from his linebackers.
"We felt the oft tackle plays
by Trigg County hurt us,"
Harp said. "We went to work
on our defense extremely
hard.
"We have been working on
our fundamentals and hope to
have the problem corrected.
We do not feel a team can run
consistently up the middle on
us now.
"We had an extremely good
attitude in practice this week.
I think the players are mentally ready. We need to get
another win.
"We are looking at'this as a
new season, and we are all
glad to be back home."
The Calloway CountyReidland game will begin at 8
p.m. following the Homecoming activities, including the
crowning of the queen, at 7:30
p.m.

Texas, Oklahoma Meet In Dallas
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
The real World Series for
most
Texans
(and
Oklahomans) takes place
Saturday in Dallas. It's the
75th football meeting of Texas
and Oklahoma, a fierce
rivalry that was first played in
1900.
Pft's not just another football
game. It's more than what
purists call a college gridiron
classic. It's a rite. It. stirs a
religious fervor on both sides
and leaves rival partisans
limp from exhaustion and virtual basket cases after a full
night of wild celebration or

Royals' Opening Win At Home May Not Be Only 'First'
By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) —
Reminded that the home team
has never before won the
opening game in previous
Kansas
City-New
York
American League playoff
clashes, Royals pitcher Dennis Leonard smiled slyly and
offered a prediction:
"That just might not be the
only 'first' you see this time,"
Leonard said. "You know,
there's something else that's
never happened — us wino-

scoreboard in Kentucky,
showing,among its other uses,
how many timeouts each team
has and where the ball is on
the field.

Brett, whose .390 average
this season was the best in the
major leagues since 1941,
doubled in the first inning and
muscled an opposite field
home run in the seventh.
The Royals added two more
in the eighth when Willie
Wilson, known for his basestealing and league record 183
singles, slammed a two-run
double off the center field
wall.
Royals Manager Jim Frey
said Gura is "a great competitor and an intelligent pitcher. After he gave up those
two home runs he started pitching like lie did early in the
season. Larry Gura was the
key to this game."

saloondrowning sorrow.
ches are tough.
Always Sew day after,
Georgia 30, Mississippi 14:
downtown Dallas looks like a Buck Belue is the hand you
disaster area.
have to watch while Herschel
"Hook'em, Horns!"
Walker pulls rabbits out of the
"On,Oakies, on!"
hat.
Bear Bryant hauls No.1
Notre Dame 21, Miami, Fla,
Alabama to New Jersey's 18: Good chance for upset
Meadowlands for a waltz with here, but the Fighting Irish
Rutgers. Michigan-Michigan spirit continues to prevail at
State and Stanford-UCLA pro- home.
mise bonerockers in other
North Carolina 15, Wake
areas of the country.
Forest 7: The Tar Heel
Last week: 37-17, .687. defense has given up .an
Season: 180-65,.734.
average of 4.8 points a game.
Oklahoma 27, Texas 20: The You gotta score to win.
Sooners are not as potent
Ohio St. 25, Northwestern 7:
without Billy Sims but 82 The Buckeyes are lucky to
points 'against Colorado last have this breather after their
week ain't half bad.
shutout by UCLA.
Alabama 44, Rutgers 14:
Nebraska 25, Kansas 10:
Rutgers, which upset Ter
!
:
i
Ditto for the Cornhuskers.
nessee a year, is-reaching for When the balloon bursts, it's
high society. The Bear will tough to get regenerated in
give them a rude bump.
seven days.
UCLA 29, Stanford 20: The
Penn St. 29, Maryland 13:
shutout of Ohio State should The Nittany lions should be
have whetted the Bruins' ap- fully recovered from conpetite for more red meat.
secutive defeats last month.
Michigan 23, Michigan St.
South Carolina 42, Duke 18:
20: The Wolverines lost to They say South Carolina's 6-2,
Notre Dame by two, the Spar- 220-pound George Rogers is a
tans by five' but computers truck who runs smoothly as a
don't win football games.
Cadillac.
Southern California 37,
Baylor 34, Southern
Arizona 7: Marcus Allen, as Methodist 27: Southwest matUSC's new ground threat, has chup of the 18th and 20th ranksome tough acts to follow,— ed teams. Home advantage to
frem O.J. to Charlie White.
the Bears.
Pittsburgh 17, Florida St. 7:
Louisiana St. 19, Auburn 15:
Pitt hasn't shown the offensive Oh, those horn-blowing,
power expected of a title con- shouting masses under the
tender, but guys in the tren- lights at Baton Rouge!

The others:
EAST
Syracuse 25, Temple 19;
Boston College 22, Yale 10;
Brown 25, Penn 7; Lehigh 17,
Army 10; Colgate 18, Holy
Cross 15, Princeton 14, Columbia-6; Harvard 14. Cornell 9:
Cincinnati 20, Villanova 13.
SOUTH
Tennessee 38, Georgia Tech
14; Tulane 25, Vanderbilt 6;
North Carolina St. 33, Appalachian St. 7; Louisville 20,
Memphis St. 14;. Southern
Mississippi 18, Mississippi St.
14: Clemson 17, Virginia 7;
East Carolina 31, Richmond
14; Virginia Tech 23, Rhode
Island 9; William & Mary 14,
Dartmouth 3.
MIDWEST
Indiana 26, Wisconsin 14; II,
linois 17, Iowa 14; Purdue 33,
Minnesota 14: Iowa St.. 15,
Kansas St. 10.
SOUTHWEST
Texas A&M 31, Houston 24;
Missouri 22, Oklahoma St.18;
Texas Christian 21, Rice
14;Tulsa 15, North Texas St. 7.

MSU Tickets
Still On Sale
Tickets for this week's Murray State game against UTMartin and for upcoming
games are on sale at the MSU
ticket office, Room 211 at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
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Save upto$2.00
on twojugs of PRESTONE II
if you buy before October 22.

XI

Now's the time to get extra savings when you
take out old,weak anti-freeze and replace it with
the brand more people trust than any other—
PRESTONE II.
Just take the store coupon below to your
PRESTONU retailer and save 50K on two jugs
of PRESTONE II.Then mail in the refund certificate and receive an extra $1.50 cash refund by
mail if you buy before October 22,1980.

gs

Presenting the Renault 18i.
It matches BMW 3201 on the track,
beats Honda Accord at the gas pump,
and offers comforts the others don't.
Iltanis are km.n tor setting
standards on perform..e and
/homier in r10.1.1M,
N.0,
/11 IS de,11.111.1
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Astros' Nickel-And-Dime Attack
More Like Million Dollars In 10th
while compiling a 9-3 regularseason record against
HousiPn.
Larry Christenson, 5-1, is
scheduled to pitch for the
Phillies Friday in an effort to
set up a potential pennantwinning situation for its 24game winner, Steve Carlton,
oil Saturday.
The Astros had just five hits
going to the 10th inning and
Still managed to hold tight in a
3-3 game. The Phillies had 12
hits at that point.
But in the 10th against
reliever Ron Reed, Houston
The Astros got what they erupted . for those four runs,
came for, a split in the two and then turned back an abbreviated rally by the Phillies,
games at Philadelphia, and
now go home to their who left 10 runners on base
Astrodome where they were over the last four innings.
Terry Puhl, who drove in the
55-26 in 1980. They'll have their
best pitcher, Joe Niekro, 20-12, first two Houston runs, opened
the 10th with a single. He was
working the third game Frisacrificed to seconti by Enos
day.
Cabell. Joe Morgan was intenBut the home field advan- tionally walked loading the
tage doesn't necessarily give bases, bringing up Jose Cruz.
the underdog Astros a big
Cruz singled to right, scoredge, since the Phillies this ing Puhl, and Morgan came
season were one of the best home on a fielder's choiceroad clubs in baseball.
grounder by Cesar Cedeno.
Philadelphia won 21 of its , Then Dave Bergman, who was
last 28 road games and posted inserted for defensive pura 48-33 away recqrd enroute to poses in the eighth, drove a
the NL East Division title. two-run triple in the rightThey were 4-2 in the - Dome center field gap for two more

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
The Houston Astros nickeland-dime attack looked like a
million dollars in the 10th inn?
mg Wednesday night as they
evened their best-of:five National League Championship
series
against
the
Philadelphia Phillies at one
game apiece.
Houston, recognized by
many as the anonymous
Astros, snapped a 3-3 tie with
four 10th inning runs for a 7-4
victory.

runs and it was all over.
The Phillies did throw a
scare into Manager BiU Virdon and his Astros in the last
of the 10th, scoring one run
and bringing Mike Schmidt to
the plate wiLth two on and two
out. The NI:a home run-and
RBI-leader, however, skied
out to right field to end the
game.
Asked if he considered it a
must game, Virdon replied,
"Not • really. But it is a
pleasure to go home with a
victory."
Phillies Manager Dallas

Green said he wasn't worried
about having to win two in the
Astrodome.
"We were in the same position in Montreal and we didn't
do too badly up there," said
Green, referring to the
Phillies' two-out-of-three conquest that wrested the East title from the Expos.
"We've played down there
before, you know. It's not as if
we're doing something completely new. Check our road
record for the month of
September. We haven't done
too badly," Green said.

By Tbe Ameebited Press
BASEBALL
PHILADELPHIA API.(
Terry Pahl
ignited Houston's winning rely with •
10th-inning hit as the Aetna erupted for
low runs to beat`Ptulaclelphra 7-1 In the
woad game of the best-of-five National
League Championship Series
KANSAS CITY, Mo AP - Larry
Guru scattered 10 hit.., George Brett
rocked a home run, and Frarh White,
Willie Aikens and WM, Wilson
delivered two-run hits, as the Kansas City Royals posted a 7-2 vaiory over New
York in the opening game of the best-offive American League Championship
Series
TENNIS
MELBOURNE, Australia AP I Vitas Gerulatis defeated John Sadri 6-4,
46,6-4, Gene Mayer topped Australia's
Paul McNamee 6-0, 6-0, and Jimmy Connors beat Peter Flemmg 6-4, 6-3 in aecondround matches at an International
round-robin tournament

Walkout By Officials Averted
In Last Ditch NBA Agreement
NEW YORK (AP) — An
agreement was reached early
today between the National
Basketball Association and
the union representing its

met with NBA Commissioner
Larry O'Brien, aides Simon
Gourdine and David Stern and
New Jersey Nets Chairman
Alan Cohen, head of the

referees, averting a possible
walkout by officials that had
been threatened for the start
of the regular season Ficiay
night.

league's Labor Relations
Committee, in a last ditch
bargaining sesison that began
at 9 p.m., EDT Wednesday
and lasted more than seven
hours.

Richie Phillips, attorney for
the National Association of
Baskettiall Referees(NABW,

When it was over Cohen announced that they had "reach-

ed agreement in principle on a
new three-year contract
between the NBA and its
referees. We hope to have all
final details settled within the
next two days."
The referees' old contract
with the NBA expired Sept. 1.
They had worked,the exhibition schedule without a contract, but Phillips had. indicated they might not start
the regular season Friday
without an agreement.
,

Manpower To Do)t Is There

It's Time For 76ers To Pay Debts
By ALEX SACRA RE
AP Sports Writer It's
time
for
the
Philadelphia 76ers to pay their
debts.
After losing to Portland in
the 1977 playoff finals, the Sixers pledged to their fans,"We
Owe You One." Since thenthey've lost in the setnifinals
in 1978, the quarterfinals in
1979 and the firials in 1980, so
by now it should be,"We Owe
You Four."
Fartunately,bit Sixers have
the manpower to wipe out all
their obligations. In a word,
they are loaded.
-We have the nucleus of a
championship team since we
have nine men back," said
Coach Billy Cunningham.
-Furthermore, there are
some outstanding rookie prospects who could conceivably
help us."

•

Cunningham's biggest problem right now is figuring out
what to do with all the talent
on hand.
All-pro forward Julius Erving is coming off the best of his
four NBA seasons, when he
averaged 26.9 points per game
and displayed some of the
magic of his ABA days. He
joins
the
"Gruesome

Twosome-4°n the front line — often at guard, where he joins
muscular Darryl Dawkins and Nate Archibald, Chris Ford
Caldwell and Gerald Henderson. The
defense-minded
Jones. Bobby Jones, a first- Celtics sorely need one more
rate player at both ends of the solid all-around guard.
New Jersey Nets
court, heads a strong, deep
How far can you go with a
bench.
was rookie center? The Nets will
Outside shooting
Philadelphia's biggest pro- find out with Mike Gminski,
blem last year, and first-round although having veteran
Maurice Lucas at power fordraft - choice Andrew Toney
should provide the solution. ward will help. Rookie Mike
He joins Maurice Cheeks, O'Koren should start at small
Lionel Hollins and Doug Col- forward, with Cliff Robinson
, and Jan van Breda Kolff prolins.
The regular season opens viding depth. Foots Walker,
with nine games Friday night, Mike Newlin and Eddie Jorincluding a nationally televis- dan are the guards.
New York Knicks
ed match between the defenVeteran Campy Russell and
ding champion Los Angeles
Laker, and Seattle Super- rookie Mike Woodson should
Sonic. Twelve of the 23 teams more than make up for the
knee injury that sidelined
will make the playoffs — the
small forward Toby Knight for
four division winners and the
the,season, but New York's
next four in each conference.
problem is findihg. a power
Here is a team-by-team look
forward who can provide
at the NBA East:
some rebounding. Centers Bill
ATLANTIC DIVISION
Cartwright and Marvin
Boston Celtics
Webster may be used together
Dave Cowens has retired,
in some situations. Rookie
but veteran Robert Parish and
Reggie Carter backs up.
rookie Kevin McHale should
guards Michael Ray Richardmore than make up for his
son and Ray Williams.
absence and give Boston the
Philadelphia 76ers
rebounding it needs to do battle with teams like. .If Darryl Dawkins ever
Philadelphia. Swingman M.L. develops consistency and
Carr figures to be used more plays 40 minutes a game over

the course of a full season the
way he has played until now
only in spurts, the Sixers will
be awesome. Erving and
Cheeks are among the best at
their positions, the Joneses
are both superb team players
and there's, plenty of depth.
Toney, a longrange bomber,is
a valuable addition.
Washington Bullets
Wes Unseld was the league's
third-leading rebounder last
season, but how much can you
expect from a 34-year-old, 6foot-7 center who can't jump?
Elvin Hayes, Bobby Dandridge, Kevin Porter ancrJohn
Williamson may all have seen)
,
their best days. Forward Greg
Ballard and rookie guard Wes
Matthews are good young
players, but Mitch Kupchak
and Kevin Grevey must stay
healthy if, the Bullets are to
challenge for the playoffs.
CENTRAL DIVISION
Atlanta Hawks
Atlanta's two 7-foot centers,
Wayne Rollins and Tom
Burleson, are both hurting, so
6-10 outside shooter Steve
Hawes will have to do the job
in the meantime. Dan Roundfield may _he the best allaround forward in the game
and Eddie Johnson is a fine
guard, if he's over the per-
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Many Door Prizes Given Throughout the Day!
Plus Hundreds of Other Prizes!
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PLUS: SEE SPECIAL DEMONSTRATIONS
Safety & Performance in Wood Cutting

FREE

R.C. Cola, Roasted Peanuts
and Gifts For Everyone.
Special Discounts On All Saws!
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HARRELL'S-FARM &
HOME SUPPLY
Hwy. 94 East, Murray, Ky.
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Transactions

Sports In Brief

sonal problems that marred
his summer. Rookie Don Collins, 6-6 and quick, could
challenge either small forward John Drew or guard Armond Hill, both of whom have
been in and out of Coach Hubie
Brown's doghouse.
Chicago Bulls
Center Artis Gilmore, coming off knee surgery, finally
has-some talent to work with.
The question is whether the 31yearold Gilmore will be fast
enough to keep pace. Two
years ago the Bulls got explosive guard Reggie Thetis,
last year they drafted 6-9 forward David Greenwood and
this year they added rookie
playmaker Ronnie Lester and
free agent forward Larry
Kenon. There is little depth.
but the starting five can hold
its own against any — and that
alone could mean a playoff
spot.
Cleveland Cavaliers
Cleveland is a hard team to
figure because its personnel is
almost constantly changing.
Dave Robisch is an adequate
center at best, but forward
Bill Robinzine should help the
rebounding. He joins Mike
Mitchell, who averaged 22.2
points per game last year, and
Kenny Carr in the corners.
The guards include Randy
Smith, Roger Phegley and
Mike Bratz, a preseason
holdout.
Detroit Pistons
Bob McAdoo is still suffering from a groin injury, which
leaves a front line of Kent Benson, Terry Tyler and Greg
Keiser. Benson has never
shown he can do the job as an
NBA center, but Tyler is
strong and Keiser smooth.
Rookie Larry Drew is being
groomed for the playmaking
spot alongside shooting guard
John Long, who averaged 19.4
points per game last season.
Indiana Pacers
In founseasons with Indiana
in the ABA, forward George
McGinnis averaged 24.8 points
per game, including a high of
29.8 in 1975. That's the kind of
production new Pacers Coach
Jack McKinney is hoping for.
The supporting cast consists
of center James Edwards,forwards Mike Bantom and
George Johnson and guard
Johnny Davis, Billy Knight
and Dudley Bradley — but Big
George must be the star if the
Pacers are to go anyplace.
Milwaukee Bucks
The Bucks won the Midwest
Division last year and could
take the Central this time
after moving over along with
Chicago in the realignment
that sent San Antonio and
Houston to the Midwest. The
Bucks are loaded with Bob
Lanier in the middle, Marques
Johnson and Mickey Johnson
at forward and Brian Winters
and Quinn Buckner at:guard.
Junior Bridgeman and Sidney
Moncrief provide'depth at
guard and points off the bench, while Harvey ,Catching,s
Len Elmore and Pat Cummings are fronrcOurt reserves.
If Lanier stays healthy all
season,the Bucks could go all
the way.

Rains for a undisclosed draft choice
Reactivated Doug Greene,safety
CHICAGO BEARS -Signed have
Becker,safety.
DALLAS COWBOYS- Waived Aaron
Kyle, and Eric Hart, cornerbacks
GREEN BAY PACKERS- Waived
Chester Marcol, place bicker. Signed
TOM Birney, place-kicker
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Acquired
Aaron Kyle, cornerback, on waivers
from the Dallas Cowboys.
SAN FRANCISCO 49E195 Placed
Phil Francis, fullback, on the injured
reserve list. Waived Jim Krahl, defensive trickle. Signed George Visger,
defensive lineman.
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS-Signed
Tony Samuels,tight end. Waived Conrad
Rucker, Ught end

By The AallOCIMrd Press
BASEBALL
American League
TORONTO BLUE JAYS- Added Gene
Petralb, catcher, to their 40-man roster
Assigned the contracts of Jack Kucek
and Jay Robertson, pitchers, J J. Cannon, outfielder, and Doug Ault, first
baseman, to Syracuse of the International League.
National League
LOS ANGELL'S DODGERS-Signed
Turn Lasorda, manager, and to a
oneyear contract Red Adams, pitching
coach, retired. Signed Monty Haagen,
Mark Creese, Manny Mots and Danny
Ozark,coaches, to one-year contracts.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES-Signed
Kurt Bevirequa, infielder. Asked
waivers on Bernie Carbo, outfielder Optioned Bob Beall, first baseman, to
Portland of the Pacific Coast League.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
ATI.ANTA
HAWKS- Released
Dednck Reffigee, center, and Art Collins, guard.
BOSTON CELTICS-Released Don
Newman,guard.
CHICAGO BULLS-Acquired Bobby
Wilkerson, guard,from the Denver Nuggets for an undisclosed amount of cash.
Waived Rickey Green. guard.
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS Waived
Wayne Abrams and Wayne Radford,
guards, and Harold Johnson, center
Placed Mike Brats, guard, ova suspension list.
- DALLAS MAVERICKS-Released
Jack Givens,forward, Clarence Kea and
Ken Dancy.
DENVER NUGGETS-Placed James
py,forward,on the injured list. Waived
lion Valentine, forward.
DETROIT PISTONS-Placed Bob
McAdoo, forward, on the injured list.
Released Brad Davis, guard. and Jackie
Robinson,forward
KANSAS CITY KINGS-Placed Mel
Bennett,forward, on the irijured list.
LOS ANGELES LAKERS- Acquired
Jim Brewer,forward,from the Portland
Trail Blazers for a future draft choice in
1984. Waived Delmer Beshore, guard.
PHOENIX SUNS-Waived Wiley
Peck,forward. Placed Don Buse, guard,
on the injured list.
SAN DIEGO CLIPPERS-Placed Bill
Walton,center,on the injured list. Wan,ed Nick Weatherspoon,forward.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
BUFFALO BILLS-Acquired Bill
Simpson, safety, from the Los Angeles

AP
BRISBANE, Australia
Australia's Tony Roche topped Peter
Feigl of Austria, 6-3.
while local
favorite Mark Edmonaon topped countryman Ken itatewall 6-1, 6-3 in the se
rend round of the 650,000 Robinson's
South Frieda'Classic
In other matches, John McEnroe topped Matt Mitchell 6.3,6-i; and Phil Dent
beat Brad Drewett,6-3. 6-1
TEL AVIV, Israel 1APP - Harold
Solomon defeated Chris Mayotte, 6-4, 64, while Shlomo Glickstein of Israel, beat
Erie From 7-6, 7-5 in the third day of
competition in the 850,000 Israel Tennis

'Center Classic.

In other matches, Romania's the
Nasbise overcame West Germany's
Werner Zirngibl 4-6, 7-5, 6-3; Tom Okker
of the Netherlands, defeated Matt Doyle
6-3, 6-1, and Sammy Grammalva upset
Steve Krulevitx, 7-5, 3-6, 7-6
PHOENIX, Arts AP)- Top-seeded
Tracy Austin defeated Barbara Hallmust 6-0, 6-0 in the 8100.000 Phoenix
Classic) woolen's tennis tournament
In other third-round action, Renee
Blount held on to beat Joanne Russell 75, 6-7, 6-1. Wendy Turnbull of Australia,
defeated Lucia Fernandez 6-4, 6-1, and
Julie Harrington handled Switzerland's
ChristianeJobssaint,6-4,6-2.
GOLF
PINEHURST, NC ( API - Hal Sutton
shot a 4-under-par 68 to lead the fourmember United States team to a
firstround total of 211 in the lab Men's
World Amateur Golf Team Championship.
Joining Sutton were Jay Sigel, at 71,
Jun Holtgrieve, 71, and Bob Tway, 72.
The Republic of China and South Africa
had first round totals of 219. Tied for
fourth place were Canada and Meinco at
221
HOCKEY
TORONTO ( AP)- The NHI, Players
Association voted against playing an
overtime period at the end of tie games
during the upcoming season
In June, the NHL Governors voted in
favor of an overtime period, with final
approval resting with the Players
Association
AUTO RACING
PARIS (AP) - French Grand Prix
driver Jean-Pierre Jabouille underwent
successful surgery on both legs to set
fractures suffered in a crash at the
Canadian Grand Pm( in Montreal Sept.
25
Jabouille is not expected to be able to
resume driving before the end of the
year

..I ..._..
BYRON'S

Baseball
Playoffs At
A Glance
By Tbe Associated Press
Best of Flee
American League Championship Series
Game(hie
Kansas City 7, New York 2
Kansas City leads series 1-0
Thursday's Game
New York (May 15-5) at Kansas City
Leonard 20-11),(n)
Friday's Game
Kansas City (Sphttorff 14-ill at New
York (John 22-9), In I
Saturday's Guns'
Kansas City at New York, M ), if
necessary
Sunday's Game
Kansas City at New York, if necessary
National League Championship Series
Garne(Me
Philadelphia 3, Houston I; 10 innings)
Philadelphia leads series 1-0
Thursday's Game
No game scheduled
Friday's GSM',
Phdadelplua (Christenson 5-11 at
Houston Niekro 20-1?)
Satcrday's Game
Philadelphia at Houston.
Sunday's Game
Philadelphia at Houston, In), if
necessary

x_Mll•
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vitamin

We Have Laker T-Shirts

UNIROYAL

09 5213)111109

r

•

09 S43)1111 09

09 SZI3)1V1 09

09 SII3XV1 09

09 SII3IV1 09

310 S. 4th
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone
(502) 753-4703

We're agriculture's
leading lending hand

753-5602
0 Lets talk!

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
09 Sil3KV1 09

00 SMIV1 09

(w a 1.4"s•
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HEALTH
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Causes for diarrhea

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

A
DEAR DR LAMB
year ago I began to have periodic bouts of severe diarrhea
These lasted about a week I
took Lomotil to help deal with
the problem The episodes
betame so frequent that I had
them every three or four days
and for five months. I went to
a new, doctor who gaveme a
lower GD X-ray and he said
that everything was normal
and he put me on 10 days of
belladonna four times a day.
Metamucil and Lomotil as
needed. Also I was on a bland
low-fiber diet
Eventually I became
"normal." He told me to stop
the Metamucil but continue
the belladonna and Lomotil
when necessary
He said to avoid salads.
nuts, spices, whole grains or.
in other words, bulk. The Maga
nosis was irritable colon. He
said that these foods irritated
my colon. I've continued to
have this problem and I read
in your column that you often
recommend bulk diets for

•

people with an irritable colon
I asked my.doctor about this
and he said no I miss those
good foods. Do you feel I could
safely try your diet'
I'm 30 years old, 5 feet 2
and weigh 100 pounds. I've
tried eliminating milk with no
results and I take two grains
of•thyroid each day
DEAR READER --- There
are many causes for diarrhea.
I'm glad you tried eliminating
milk. It's possible that you
didn't follow this strictly
enough or long enough to see
what results you might get.
You might eliminate all foods
that contain Milk or milk
products entirely for a period
of several weeks and see if it
helps.
A rare cause for severe
diarrhea episodes is an allergic-type reaction to gluten,
celiac sprue. In the early stages it might not show anything
on an X-ray Gluten is found
in almost all cereal products
except rice and corn. If you
want to test yourself for this
you should eliminate all such

foods from your diet That
will involve, during the test
pegiod especially. preparing
all of your food at home from
known products. Do not use
any processed meat (cold
cuts) which may contain cereal, ice eream, puddings or
commercial soups which may
contain flour For thickeners
you can use corn starch, rice
flour and soybean products
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 13-8. What You
Need to Know about Diarrhea
It explains in more detail a
number of the different dfsorders that can cause this problem and what can be done
about it. Other readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station.
New York, NY 10019.
I presume your doctor has
had your stools examined for
ova and parasites and has
made an effort to find out if
you have any infectious pro-

cess that may be causing diarrhea. You should also have a
sigmoidoscopy with direct
visualization of your colon to
detect abnormalities that
can't be seen by an ordinary
X-ray of the colon.

...maxixualmior
471

1."

Dynamic speaker,
automatic frequency control,
smartly styled cabinet,
slide rule dial model 7-4115

COMPLETES COURSE
RICHMOND, Ky. — The 21
new police officers completing
the 114th training course conducted by the State Bureau of
Training at Eastern Kentucky
University included Jim
Schaeffer, Murray State
University Security Department.

Great
Lash
Mascara

otA .j

Summer's
Eve

Head & Shoulders
Lotion Shampoo

•

•

- Helps Control Dandruff
Witti Regular Use
Regular Or Conditioning Formula
11 Oz. Bottle

/
yjoukiT,

Sole.8

Sole

Dristan

Sale $228

Gael% „xi Gillette

24 Lozenges

09•

Sole

Good
ews!li Disposable
Razor
Package,of 3
Sole544

r

Twin Blade Shaving
Cartridges

96

Sale

Playtex
Disposable
Bottles

Sun-Maid
Natural Seedless

Raisins

SUN-MAID
RAISINS

15 Oz Box

Economy Pack - 80 Bottles
Pre-Sterilized

Save
$20 •)

•

FLGjI12t:Rm
Gillette
.
ll
mi Good A
News

Trac II
Cartridges
Pack of 9 •

N
o

Sore Throat Lozenges [7.--7z*-1*-For Fast Temporary Relief Of Minor
Sore Throat Pain $

May FEVER
COLDS
SINUS CONGESTION

50 Tablets

$1 89

Sucrets

Decongestant
Tablets
Relief Of Colds, Sinus, Hayfever

By Realistic

$119

Sole

1
49
Sole

Soft Soap

12-1886

Creme Soap
On Top
Eliminates
Messy Bor
Soap. No
waste or soggy soap
to throwaway. 1C1, oz.

179.95'

Rivals home hifii Separate bass & treble
controls, Auto-Eject, lighted dial Mounts
IN most dashes, under any. With hardware

,‘)
Open-Reel Tape for Recording Studio
1
Performance TR-3000 by Realistic

•

Creamy or Crunchy
180z. Jar

Sole

Reg. Separate Items 99.80

159'5

Peanut Butter

Each

24-Watt AM/FM Stereo/Cassette

Reg, 79.95 Pair

764

Sole

Peter Pan

Pre-mixed, pre-measured
Disposable Douche
Regular, Herbal, Vinegar & Water
/
2 oz. Units
Twin Pack, 2-41

• Realistic STA-530 AM/FM
Receiver with 16 watts per
channel, min. RMS into 8 ohms.
20-20.000 Hz, 0.2% THD
• Two MC-1200 Speaker Systems
• LAB-56 Automatic Belt-Drive
Changer with Magnetic Cartridge

•

Save
25%

$2657

Sale Your Choice

Save $299

42 2972

Color That Looks Wet
Even When It's Dry
Assorted Shades

Sole

Eve

Now You Can Buy Superb
at a Budget Price!
The Americana II System— 25°/o Off!

31 2079 40 1984

Slicks

-

•

Now you can get two for 114: pr ice
of One! It's perfect where space
is limited, yet the 8" woofer
delivers deep bass, and the 2'.i"
tweeter produces clean highfrequency respopse. Genuine
walnut veneer finish 40-1984

1008°

°I

Makes delicious, nutricious popcorn
with fewer calories because it uses
no oil, no messy clean-up. No. 5459

Fast Action-Low Sodium
100 Tablets
wix,„
12 Oz. Liquid

Reg. 59.95 Each

520 off our best flush-mount
speakers! 5' woofers. 2'. •
micIranges, 2" tweeters Fits
6x9" cutouts. 12-1854

Hot Air
Corn Popper

$1 29

Save$30

VISA

22

Sale

Westbend MIER
,Girl
The
Poppery
01 Nail

Antacid
Anti-Gas

MC-1200 by Realistic'

1111.1111111111111.

Toasts 1 to 4 Slices
Automatically, Adjustable
Toast Color Selector
o T-129

594

Mylanta

29

Toaster

Cover

Maybelline

Builds, Thickens, Colors and Curls.
Very Black, Brownish Block, Dark
Brown. No. 175M

Compact Hi-Fl
Speaker System

5995

Sale

Sale $1 797

Sale

G.E. 4-Slice
Automatic

8 Qt. Bag Of Rich
Potting Soil
Ready To Use

With Built In AFC

Half-Price!

40-Watt 3-Way
Speakers By Realistic

Potting
Soil

G.E. FM/AM
Table Radio
4''

Door Bustin'
Hi-Fl Super

CHARGE IT (MOST STORES)

Pure
Earth

11110

No, I can't recommend that
you try a bulk diet since your
doctor has told you it's not
advisable in your case. Bulk
diets are good for many people who really have an irritable colon, but in the person
who has severe diarrhea as
you describe it may be wise to
avoid such foods. Sometimes
one only finds out by trial and
error.

Where Your Dollar
Means More

mho/limit)

Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid Department

.
.
16anah

Our Best Headphones
— Reduced PRO-II by Realistic

4111111=1114._

Vick's
Formula 44
Cough Mixture

Cracker
Jack
Candied

Popcorn
and Peanuts
Package of 3 Boxes

Strong, Cough Relief

3 OZ.

$1 28

Sole

Sole

43'

Sole $109

Save
$50

***-

isogie i

'
J

Campfire
Aim
Marshmallows Toothpaste
10 Oz. Bog

Lowest price ever go "open-reel" for
wider response, lower distortion, greater
dynamic range„easy
editing! Simple
pushbutton operation with full-logic
control— no Jape
Reg.
Perfect for "private- stereo listening or
snarls or spills! 14-700 monitoring tape recordings' F01.1
499.95
Shown with optional metal MP'S
io-uxxo Hz.reSponse.

95
Lai:* rsocInc.11Lderl

Sale 3
•••

Check Your Phone Book for the'Radio Shack Store or Dealer btalrest You
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

0Iymple RR=

93
:1:
4
910
:
9a
s
l
.Fst

lleUoI
PLUORLDE
Pot:
•

PRICFS MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

Correctol
\ Laxative
Tablets

The Modern Gentle Laxative

30 Tablets

With Fluoride
' Family Size 6.4 Oz. Tube

$1 46

For

--$100

_-Sole 964.

, Sole

•••••

•
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:II Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.

5 Spring Chest
Pull
Developes Chest, Arms and
Upper Torso
Reg. $9.77

Ladies
Floor Length

Exercise Wheel
For Strengthening, Firming
and Toning the Abdomen

$800

$477

Sale

Entire Stock
Of Men's & Boys'
Active

Robes

20%..

Reduced

40%

Large Choice
of Styles I.
Colors

Wrangler & Graffiti
Jog Pants - Long or Short
Shirts & Jackets to Match

38-44

On Any

Men's Corduroy

Blouses

Jeans

Reg. $10.99

$800

Save $3.00 On Any
Bois' Corduroy

eans

111111
1
Extra Heavy Tension

Hand Grips

Sale

Fiberfill
lSale

ciilo

Make a Red Heel Sock
Monkey & Sock Elephant
Doll and Save. ..
i
Socks Available

Shoes
*$500
Special Selection

Designed Especially For
Women
1 Pair, 3.3 Lbs. Each
Reg. $9.67

Sale

with
swivel
handles

t

Reg. $3.69

$R00
10

99
Sale $2

Ankle Weights
One Pair of Adjustable
Ankle Weights,
Adjustable From 4 Oz.
to 2/
1
2 Lbs.

Men's
Dress &
Casual

Reg. $1.99

Smart Belles

$31 7

Several Styles & Colors
Wrangler & Over The Top
Mountain Mist
1000/0
Polyester

Princess

Developes Fingers,
Hands and Wrists

Ladies
Long Sleeve

Save $5.00

Jump
Rope

Sportswear

—1)
sole$

Reg. $15.99

4°4)

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection tinder 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Dept.
25 Ft.

Shredded
Foam

1010

Fiberglass Pipe
Insulation

For Pillows

with moisture barrier
wrap

I

8rag

$1 3
7
each

1
Axes, Mauls
U
Sledges
•Ig
s
i
s
a

s
U
U
N

•
.
N
UI

All At Discount Prices
5 Gal.
Plastic

Roof Coatings

Stove
Boards

Plastic Roof, Cement
5Gal $1899

599
36x48 $2199

32x24 $1

I Gal $497

Roof
Coating
) ots. $247

36x54 $2399

Nutife Aluminum Fibred
5 Gal. Sole $2997
1 Gal. Sole

$1 41

Garden Hose
Nylon Reinforced
$997
75'x1
/
2
"
75'x5/8"

$1077
each

100'x5/8"

$1 2
97
each

Furnace
Cement

Jerry
1 Pint
•
s Can
••m
a $537
Seals Cracks In
Stove or Furnace
Um
uni•e••••••••••• w•N U U ammii•••••
••wwwwww•JraIreNws•
N111•••••••••••••••ssma•••••••••••NALNUm•••••••••• II

$2'7

each

rm.
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Jury Investigates Carrolls' Business Transactions
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. CAP) A special federal grand jury
investigating state government apparently is looking into business transactions of
former Gov. Julian Carroll
and his eldest son.
A Louisville newspaper, The
Courier-Journal, reported this
week that certain of Carroll's
records had been subpoenaed
and were to be delivered today.
It was not known whether
• Carroll himself would appear.
and the newspaper said it was
",possible the action would be
postponed.
Wednesday's
One of
,Witnesses was Lucian Carrier,
Frankfort wrecking contractor who said he was question:, ed about the sale of used
umber to the former governor
gild Kenneth M. Carroll.
The Carrolls paid $4,687 for
Jive orders of lumber, Carrier
-said.
Prosecutors heading the

:4

-He (Julian Carroll) told
grand jury asked whether
state funds were used by the me he was going to get the
Carrolls, Carrier said. But he lwnber anywhere he could,"
said he testified each payment Carrier said. "He told me he
wanted to buy all the brick I
was by personal check.
The first check, for $2,500, got from now on."
Kenneth Carroll contracted
was written by Julian Carroll
in May 1979 and the most re- to buy the 57-acre tract from
cent,for $619, was delivered to Woodford County developer
his home by the former gover- Leonard K. Nave for about
$70,000 less than Nave's
nor last Sept. 20, Carrier said.
Julian Carroll Ad him $100 Village Realty Co. paid for it.
last May, Carrier said, and Nave said in January he
both men delivered checks for lowered the price because the
land was cut off by Elkhorn
$734 last July.
The first four checks were Creek.
Brighton Engineering'Inc.
drawn on a Paducah bank and
the $619 check was drawn on later built a low-water crossFarmers Bank in Frankfort, ing and access road to the
land.
he said.
Carrier was subpoenaed for
Carrier said the Carrot's
told him they planned to build records of any "purchase of
a 30-house residential develop- used lumber, used brick, or
ment on land Kenneth Carroll any other material by Kenbought earlier this year along neth M. Carroll, David W.
Elkhorn Creek in Franklin Clark, and-or Hurst-Roche
Engineers Inc." from Jan. 1,
County.
Carrier said Julian Carroll 1972 through Sept. 1,1980.
Clark, a Hurst-Rosche vice
told him the used lumber was
for a recreational area in the president, has appeared at
least twice before the grand
planned development.

Sweden
STOCKHOLM,
(API — The 1980 Nobel Prize
in literature was awarded today to Ozeslaw Milosz, an exiled Polish poet and novelist living in the United States.
69, was born in
Lithuania. Living in America
since 1960, he is professor of
Slavic languages at the
University of California at
Berkeley.

1407W. Main
753-4682

PEACHES FRUIT
COCKTAIL
CHOC.- CHIPS

Libby Lite Chunk mixed

1;soz 69`
C
69CC
$1 89

DRY YEAST

16 oz.

Libby Lite Fruit

Ubbsb

coacao

CREAM

BEANS
BEANS

7 or.

I'Lltick717 oz

Luck's Navy

59C

17 oz

2185'
2/85'

/Roundigi
Steaktal

79

MACARONI.
CHEESE
POPCORN
COFFEEMATE
SPAGHETTI

\

PEAS

wrsnaps.

BEANS

.7% oz.5/$1

21b

160z

2 lb

°
T
I
:
y SL
R
t

;EY.

U S. Choice

- : ../14,4,_. 199
GROUND ROUND ./144k.-N
lb

19
19

CRACKERS
Nabisco

SNACKS

99C

Sunshine Oatmeal

COOKIES
FINGERS

each
FUll
nt
re
dg
cr fi
Leral
eou
ForKy
Ma

Pon • Toro.,/9.40%1. 150• 19/1 19/1,19•19.1

.

17

Sunshine HiHo

lb $239

PRODUCE

929

--"'"•-•

BAKED HAM fy' i..

lb

ONIONS

DAIRY

‘

lb.

29'

U.S. No. 1 Russett

POTATOES

120Z.69

CRACKERS

•

New Crop Yellow

CHEESE
Owen's Best B.B.Q

1 lb bag

Nabisco Wheat's Worth

$1
or 99
.

American

ti.-- . .; ,

Si 49
$149

HIPS

Sunshine Vienna

DELI

.,.•-- .,...,, lb $239

ays Potato

RAN.

• :971C

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST

$119
22 oz.

Kraft

Volume 1
onlY

Lb

RUMP ROAST

79'

SESAME STREET
LIBRARY

/.1

49 oz. $189

Ivory D.W.

THE

<terc.,
Ground \ /Pork \
Beef 4 Chops
$
39
„, /
89
.

$159

Now For The First Time...

Economy

-....- •

Cheer

69'

Generic

LIMA BEANS

2902.2/89'

BEANS
PORK-N-BEANS
DETERGENT .
LIQUID
OL 0
Showboat 31 or.

Carnation

lucks

lb

U S Choice Boneless

English Mt. Cut Green

Popsrite

Lucks Kidney

IV
\

19'

Fould's Macaroni

Luck's Field

Limit 3

Doz.
\obWith $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tacco A Dairy Products

macaroni
—.cheers
+DINNER'

Generic Elba

PEAS

Grade A
Large

49

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excludiag
Tobacco A Dairy Products

Luck's Blackeye

our
Order rte. for
Party,
Homecoming
'heeme Balls, Cheese
4
Trays,Cheese Logs, Party Tray made to order

Eggs

Luck's

/ U.S. Choice

6.3"Q

4 Chialit'imin'
;

Luck's Turnip Green

W/TURNIPS
BUTTER BEANS

Choice of 1 With
$1250 Order
Bonus Special
Both With
$2500 Order
All 3 With
$35.00 Order

limit-3
With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
°bocce i Dairy Products

Toilet
Tissue

LUCK'S TRUCKLOAD SALE

12oz

Kroft Marshmallow

39

Phone 753-5782
L.D. Workman Owner

At 5 Points
Murray, Ky.

79

Channin

3 pk

lucks Great Northern

tel 16 or

Log House Real

10 oz

MARSHMALLOWS
Red Star

University
Gulf Service

Coke or
Ta Pepsi

Fri. & Sat. 8-8
Open 8-7
Mon.-Thurs.

Puffed

e

•
•

2 Liter

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

With The High Prices of Meat you
deserve the best. Owen's Meat,
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Kraft

V-8 Tune Up 4-6 Cyl.

modest.
"What do you expect?" he
asked.
The 18-member Swedish
Academy of Letters cited
Milosz as a writer "who with
clearuncompromising
sightedness voices man's exposed condition in a world of
severe conflicts." 'Me prize
this year is worth a record
$212,000.

"I received the prize for
poetry, written in Polish,"
Milosz said when reached by
telephone at his home. "For
that reason, it is for me important. It is important that the
prize goes to a writer of less
known languages."
Milosz' reaction to news that
the Nobel committee had
selected his work for the
renowned literature prize was

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps

Libbyrs

sot. 10-40-0i1

Milosz Awarded Nobel Prize

1%11

COW'
lecococl.

SPECiAL.7
i SERVICE
Oil Filter
$1295
Lube
Alignment $1195

worth of the FBI and Henry
Stephens of the Internal
Revenue Service. Whitworth
declined comment when asked
how the Carrot's knew of the
subpoena. Federal prosecutor
Robert G. Andary also declined continent.
Carrier said he was told he
would be subpoenaed again,
but was not given a date.
Grand jury witnesses are
not necessarily targets of an
investigation.

in advance.
"Kenny came down to my
house the evening I got subpoenaed and told me how
sorry tie was," Carrier said.
"I couldn't figure out how he
knew it ... and knew more
about it than I did."
He said Julian Carroll
tendered a similar apology
during a chance meeting at a
buildings upplies store.
Carrier's ,subilupsa was
served by agents-16rry Whit-

jury. Hurst-Rosehe has
received numerous state contracts.
Julian Carroll was not named in the subpoena, but Carrier indicated most of Wednesday's questioning concerned
hint. The fifth check Carrier
received apparently was written after Sept. 1.
Carrier said both Julian and
Kenneth Carroll apologized
for the subpoena and appeared to have known about it

.

$1/9

Hyde Park

$191

MILK..

gal.

10 lb.

--,),

ROAST
U.S

lb

$139

SWISS STEAK

lb $1 89

lb. $239

ss.
t ..

BEEF

t.

.

BREAST

S
lb. 1

39

°warp Best Deli Baked

,
0
•' *

ROAST BEEF

lb

65c

HAM

POTATOES
1 lb. Bag Cello

Owen's Best

U.S. Grade A Chicken

CHICKEN

RIBS
' Best B B Q
Owen's

-,,,
Choice Boneless Arm Cut ,.0",'-"

U:S. Grade 'A' Whole

Home Grown Sweet

Owen's Best B.B.O.

-..'

U.S. Choice Sirloin Tip

. lb

5298

,,

fs v.„„

#
, . ..
..14 r

l ,)

.

CARROTS

29'
3/1°I)
lb.

5429
..
:329

MILK

gal.

.

$115
e

..
Hyde Park to Cal

CABBAGE
Ripe
BANANAS.29' BUTTERMILK
fle Ct^!rien

',
'

$1

.19t MILK

Fresh Crisp Green
lb

Hyde Park Homogenized

.-"Hycie i'ari•

,

85

115
gol
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Random Telephone Poll
Shows Voters Undecided
A random telephone poll
conducted by the College
Republicans at Murray State
University has revealed 250
persons as undecided at this
time as to whom they will cast
their vote for in the presidential race in the November
general election.
This is 41.8 per cent of the
persons polled, according to
Pat Taylor, chairman of the
College Republicans.
Of the 598 persons interview-

ed the tabulation was 169 for
Reagan for 28.2 per cent; 123
for Carter for 20.6 per cent; 56
for Anderson or 9.4 per cent;
and the 250 undecided.
Taylor said about 900
students were contacted, but
when asked if they were
registered to vote and they
were not, the interview was
stopped at that time. Only
registered voters were included in the 598 persons in the
final tally, Taylor said.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Nichols Speaks At Conference

Fraftes Drake
FOR FRIDAY,OCTOBER II, 1981
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

career progress. A higher.up
VIRGO
is favorably disposed towards
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Buy only necessities. A you.
family
member
seems PISCES
confused or uncertain. Short (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XCI
visits have romantic potential.
Don't ask advice of too
ARIES
many or you'll end up
Write letters.
to
(Mar. 21
Apr.
LIBRA
confused. lave faith in a
A co-worker could be (Sept. 23 to Oct. 221-An trusted adviser. A close tie
jealous, though friendliness on
Be careful about important would like to travel with you.
your part offsets discord. papers now. Emotions could
YOU BORN TODAY are
Conservative tactics the intensify. Surprise someone more independent than the
safest course now.
with a gift, particularly one typical member. of your sign.
TAURUS
who is ailing.
You should be in business for
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
yourself, yet your greatest
SCORPIO
A partner could be careless
success is through diplomacy
with joint assets. Romance (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
and a cooperative spirit.
Don't
be
suspicious
of a Develop your intuition
appears to be on the agenda,
and
loved
one.
Undercurrents imagination and you can
90 you may be distracted.
affect
close
relationships. The become a leader in the arts.
GEMINI
p.m favors social life. Acting,
( May 21 to June 20)
music, composing,
Friends
are
affectionate.
Self-discipline a must for
film and painting are some of
SAGITTARIUS
ar _84 the fields in which you can
work success. Invite a coto Dec. 21)
worker to your home. Watch a (Nov.
make a unique contribution.
An
elder
has
good
advice. Law,public service, lecturing,
tendency to daydream.
Don't mix social life and psychology,
banking,
CANCER
business, or someone's envy merchandizing
and medicine
(June 21 to July 22)
will be aroused. Enjoy a are other
possible vocations
Don't let a child test your private romantic meeting.
for you. Birthdate of:
limits. Be firm but kind. A
CAPRICORN
Guiseppe Verdi, composer;
family member may feel (Dec.
22 to Jan. 19) V
Helen Hayes, actress; and
ignored. Creativity and
Friends at a distance would Harold Pinter, playwright.
romance favored.
like to hear from you. Sidestep
office romantic overtures.
LEO
You may receive an invitation '
(July 23 to Aug.
NUTRITIONAL
Be careful in money- to travel.
The nutritional value of
dealings. Home life is favored AQUARIUS
celery and carrots can be betnow, but a guest may change (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
ter retained if the vegetables
Keep business confidences are cut lengthwise rather than
plans. Late shopping may
to yourself. Sociability aids in round slices.
prove interesting.

19)

Patsy Nichols, an assistant
professor in the Department
of Office Administration and
Business Education at Murray
State University, was one of
rune speakers participating in
a two-day communications
conference held recently in
Nashville, Tenn.
The conference, the eighth
annual such meeting of the
Tennessee Business Educa-

located on the Murray State
campus, was the principal
speaker in a session dealing
with word processing in
education.
Her recent articles,
"Capistone Office Education,"
and
"Positive
Pathways to Word Processing
Training," deal with word processing courses and centers,
and have appeared in recent
editions of national business

education publications.
Other Kentuckians participating in the program were
Rollie W Sharpe, chairman of
the Department of Business
and Distributive Education
and Office Administration at
Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, and Nancy
Wilson, coordinator of the
secretarial and office administration at Hopkinsville
Community College.
ani
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53-5782

By Abigail Van Buren

Stick-in-the-Mud
Will Stay Stuck
DEAR ABBY: I've been dating a fine, educated, dignified
gentleman for two years. I'm divorced, in my 40s; he's in his
mid-50s and has never married.
My problem is his programmed way of life. He takes me
out every Wednesday and Saturday nights only. And
always where he wants to go. If I want to see him on any
other night, it's absolutely no. And nothing can move him.
He lives alone and has never invited me to his place where
we could have complete privacy. If I suggest going to his
apartment, he gives me a speech about appearances, his
dignity, reputation, and what the neighbors will think.
Meanwhile he thinks nothing of staying overnight at my
place with my three children sleeping upstairs and my
neighbors looking on.
I cater to all his preferences in food, entertainment and
even late-night TV, which I do not enjoy. I am constantly
feeding his ego. There has been no mention of a possible
future or any kind of commitment together. I seem to be
getting nowhere.
What are my chances of a future with him?
STYMIED IN BUFFALO

your
Party.
Cheese
1.1, Parder

4 cyl., 4 speed with air, red w/white. Approx. 25,000. Extra nice car.
I.
Patsy Nichols

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc,

lion Association, had as its
theme, "Focus for the 80's Keep That ('real GM Feeling With
Genuin_ GM Ports
Concepts and Communication."
Mrs. Nichols, who designed •: 753-2617
hal Sa•th
RIMS
•
and directs the Model Word
Processing Center for the ; •Am
state of Kentucky and which r •

4

.tre.

Abu

Kentucky Fried Chicken
means great value!

DEAR STYMIED: I would say you have no future
with him. And from your description of him, I think
you're lucky. Unless you want to share the rest of
your life with a selfish, inconsiderate, egocentric,
spoiled, inflexible prig.

Is

1977 Chevette

1130(:)

n)4r2f<A

•• •

DEAR ABBY: What is wrong with an adult with a
master's degree who seems to enjoy correcting the pronunciation errors of another adult loudly and in the
presence of others at any social gathering? Shouldn't this be
done privately — if at all?
Not only does the recipient of this treatment become
embarrassed, so do those present. How can this be handled
gracefully? Should the one corrected apologize for the error,
thank Mr. English-teacher for his useful help, or never open
one's mouth again in conversation when he is present?
SENSITIVE

There's no better value than
chicken: And no better chicken
than the Colonel's. He set the
standard for fried chicken the
world over. So take these
coupons and treat yourself
or your family to something
special. Try the Colonel's
Blue Ribbon Original Recipe,
the one with superior taste.
Or try our crunchy Extra Crispy.
Both are waiting for you at the Colonel's
along with these delicious suggestions:

DEAR SENSITIVE: Such "helpful corrections"
should be done in private — if at all. Those who
correct others publicly (and loudly) do so not in the
spirit of helpfulness, but in an effort to show their
own superiority.
They are the losers because they show themselves
to be insensitive and arrogant. When corrected, say.
"Thank you."

189'
59'

•• •

DEAR ABBY: The letter from that poor kid whose mother
made her (or him) play the piano for company brought back
memories. When I was a kid, my mother used to make me
play my guitar and sing for company.
One evening after entertaining the company at my
mother's insistence, I took off the Mexican-type sombrero I
always wore for my performances, turned it brim-side-up
and passed it in a circle before the guests.
To my mother's horror, they all tossed money into the hat.
Needless to say, that was the last time my mother ever
asked me to perform for company.
OHIO

59'
$149
79'
79'

•• •

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought To Know." Send 112
and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

89'
5119

69'

r

SPECIALS DTIr

Shirts

Draperies
25% OFF

49c
LAUNDERED, FOLDED
ON HANGERS

NO LIMIT WITH COUPON

1.00ci Thne 0,1 24, 19541
Plage* ••••41M•1 Carport WI,.,,
You Sting In Claiming

1:0041 Thnn Ot t 24, 19511
Plea.Present Coupon Weerr
You Sring I,, CloortIng

2-Piece Snack Box.
With coupon
only 99c
If you're looking
Colonel's
for the perfect
Original
light lunch
Recipe or
or snack,
Extra
• look no
Crispy.
further.
It's an
You get two
ideal
ii
pieces of the
way of
Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra Crispy,
dealing with
and a roll. And why not make it even better
hearty appetites or unexpected company.
with the Colonel's delicious
Mil•
•IM MI MI Mi 11. And with so much delicious
corn-on-the-cob. Golden corn
chicken, you'd be smart to
with a fresh-picked flavor
take home a gallon or two
cooked as only the Colonel
of
refreshing, homemade iced
$699 SPEaWEEKENDAL
can do it.
tea or old-fashioned lemonade.

re

IMO MB 1•1111

I
MINI ON LADIES

40c OFF
NO UNIT WITH COUPON
Good Thai Oct 24. 19h0
Please Present Ceepoir WOO..
VON Bring III Cleaning

go I

Top Coats &
Over Coats

I

50c OFF

I

NO LIMIT WITH COUPON
(.1uni I hr. Oct 21 19040
Pisani Premed Ceram, Whew
You Ling In Cleaning

a.

985

amp
that Gicat took
looking peal
Chats why creators of Fashion
mei:myriad %astatine

Sandone

915
13th & Main 11001111161
$ North 12th
& Poplar
803 Main
Lauriiry
7j113-2552
2S3-2:42

I

SNACK BOX
This coupon good for 2 pieces
of the Colonel's Original
Recipe or Extra Crispy and a
roll fat only W. Limit one
per customer.
Customer pays all applicable sales tea.

I
I
I
1

OFFER EXPIRES I
NOVEMBER 15, 1980
Phew' 753-7101
602 South 6th St.
1113
Sycamore
66•06•W, Ky. I
1)1
Murray, 1IThose 217-6443
111•0 'Toe ma Iwo Min NM MON 1lMa UM nit

Good only
Saturdays and Sundays
thru November IF,, 1980
•9 pieces of chicken (Original
Recipe or Extra Crispy)
• I large mashed potato and gravy
• 1 large salad
•C dinner rolls
Get all this for $6" and the
coupon. Limit one coupon rfer
customer. Customer pays all
applicable sales tax

S.

2 Pc. Suits

9-Piece Weekend Special.
Kentucky
With coupon only $699
Fried
Here's a real weekend
Chicken.
treat for you and your
family. 9 pieces of
chicken (Original Recipe
or Extra Crispy), 1 large
mashed potato and gravy,
1 large salad, and six dinner
rolls. It's more than enough for
an average family of four. And you
can enjoy a fresh-tasting dessert, too.
cr.0••t •••••••

15-Piece Carry Pack.
With coupon only $749
So much chicken for so
little. You get 15
pieces of the

I

I

Get 15 pieces of the
Colonel's Original Recipe...or
Extra Crispy for only Si"
Limit one coupon per
customer Customer pays all
applicable sales tax

•

iiie
a
kntucky
_ ad Cluitten.
Fri
"it.§ moofeel sofaxx1 about a meal"

I1M

OFFER EXPIRES
NOVEMBER 15 19740
Plboo• 753-7101
602 S•vt6 66 St.
1113 Sycomor•
ksaysim,gy
Mersey. y.
Maim 142-4443
moll MB IMO I= .110 ON MO NM

Coupons good only at the following Jack Marshall's Kentucky Fried Chicken stores:

'411111Pir

•

•

COPY AVAILABLE

$749 IS-PIECE
• CARRY PACK

OFFER F.XPIRES NOVEMBER 15, 19S()
1113 Sycamore
602 See* (ith St.
I
Murray, Ky.
Mayfield, K y.

I

4
.4
•

n

an Owner

•

•
•
•
•
e
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1. Legal Notice

1. Lepl Notice

9, 1980

2711iiiiie

2. Notice

2. Notice

15. Articles For Sale

24. Miscellaneous

34. Houses For Lent

41. Public Sale

LEATHER REPAIR and custom For sale Lowrance green por Used Franklin fireplace, like For rent Small furnished house Carport sale Bowling ball and
leather work Reasonable Call table box depth finder, used new Call 436-2595 after 5 pm near college campus Call 153- bag, copper dining room light
4645 after 3 pm.
fixture, new punch bowl set,
one time, 6 months on warran
753-9736
Wood for sale. Call 436-2758
new alumium roaster, paperty. $100 Call 753-8428 after 6
house,
room
Four
rent:
For
dis
3. Card of Thar
Window glass cut to size. Coast
pm
492-8360 after 5 til backs galore, and other
Call
bath.
miscellaneous items Friday 7
family of Carlos For sale: Evening dresses and to Coast Hardware, Central 9 pm.
am - 6 pm, Saturday til noon,
wish to express thei vson. pageant dresses, sizes 7, 9, 11, Shopping Center,
Pilt
furnished
Four or five bedroom
108 Hickory.
sincere thanks to everyone for and 14. Call after 6 pm, 759- 25.13-Usiness Services
house for four or five college
all the donations, flowers, food, 1207.
minutes from town,
Five
ETAL
furSHEETM
small
INDUSTRIAL
girls or boys Also
and cards, and the benefit
Calhoun nished apartment for 1 or 2 MULTI-PARTY YARD SALE.
Call
Society and
News
Gypsum wall board, VI'x4'x8' - NORK
show God bless all of you'
of items, Friday,
$3.98, Styrofoam sheets, 54- Sheetmetal for gutters, college girls. Call 753-5865 Large variety
Sports 753-1918. Retail
The Family
October 10th, 8 til 5. Take 94
'x4'x8' - $3 79. Coast to Coast downspouts, (lashings, fascia. days, 753-5108 after 5.30 pm
Display advertising
280, a right at
753-1919. Classified
Hardware, Central Shopping or metal building repair Quali- House for rent, near Panorama East to Junction
Lest
old Outland Schoolhouse Road,
ty work guaranteed References
Classified.
Center, Murray
Display
Call
deposit.
plus
$125
Shores,
fourth house on left Cancel it
Six month old part Terrier pup
furnished upon request. Barry
Circulation and the 33. Rooms for Rent
436-2582
rainey
py with brown leather collar Hides and furs. Custom made Calhoun, 502-247-8755.
Business Office may 34. Houses for Rent
billfolds
moccasins,
belts,
Call 753-6470 after 5 pm
35. Farms for Rent
Two bedrom all electric home Five party garage sale on 641,
be reached on 753TV-Radio
26.
cases,
gun
chaps,
purses,
36. For Rent Or Lease
near University. $175 per mon- next door to South Marshall
1 916 and 753-191 7.
6. Help Wanted
clothing. 753-9736.
37. Livestock-Supplies
A
Used 19" color (v., also 25" th, $100 deposit. Call 753- school End tables, old picture
38. Pets Supplies
Two Murray iackets for sale, color t.v. Clayton's - J & B 9829 after 5 pm.
frames, miscellaneous items
31. poultry Supplies
For Sale
MANAGER TRAINEE
good condition, one size 16, Music, Dixieland Center, Mur
Thursday and Friday, October
40. Produce
per
$150
bedroom
house,
Two
in person betApply
14 Ft. V Bottom Boat
one 18. Also Sears washer and ray.
41. Public Sale
and 10th, starting 8 AM.
9th
437or
437-4462
month.
Call
p.m.
4
and
Ivinrude
p.
p.m.
with 18 h.
ween 2
42. Home Loans
a Tappan dishwasher. Call after Wanted, Responsible person to
4569.
party yard sale in West
Four
S
43. Real Estate
Long John Silvers,
motor and trailer.
5 pm, 753-9986.
take up small monthly
44. Lots For Sale
Coldwater, Highway 121.
blocks
3
house,
12th Street Murray,
$550. Coll 492.851 5.
bedroom
Three
WarFurnishings payments on color t.v.
16.
45. Farms For Sale
MSU, appliances Thursday and Friday, 8-5.
from
Kentucky.
ranted. Clayton's; 753-7575.
46. Homes For Sale
Clothing sizes 8-18, nice
WANT AD
Avacado green, 9 cubic ft.
available. Call 753-3006.
47. Motorcycles
CLASSIFICATIONS
Accountant wanted by rapidly Amana chest type freezer; 4- 27. Mobile Home Sales Three bedroom house, washer plants, depression glass, collec411. Auto Services
Listed here is a ready reference
49. Used Cars
expanding company 0-2 years drawer chest and matching 1972 Armor double wide, com- and dryer hookup, gas heat, air tor's items, arts and crafts, etc.
that will quickly help you locate
50. Used Trucks
experience, degree required. dresser. Call 753-6242.
pletely remodeled, dishwasher conditioned,
carpeted, Five party yard sale, Friday and
the classification you are looking
51. Campers
Salary open. Reply to P.O. Box Beige carpet, 20x12, $25. Call and central gas heat. Call 437- references and deposit. No Saturday from 8-5, 408 South
for
52. Boats and Motors
32 U..
12th St.
4729.
I. legal Notice
759-1552.
53. Services Offered
pets. Family only. 753-2835.
2. Notice
54. Fur Trade
custodian needed. App- Frigidare range, self cleaning 1973 Double wide, reduced to 37. Livestock-Supplies' Four party yard sale, 316 South
Church
3. Card of Thanks
55. Feed And Seed
ly by sending application to oven. Call 759-1084.
15th, Friday and Saturday.
$11,500. Call 527-3149.
4.1n Memory
56. Free Column
ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE.
P.O. Box 32 T
5. Lost and Found
57. Wanted
For sale' 1972 Buckaneer Visitors welcome! South on Friday 10th, 8-2, Saturday
Kenmore
$100.
washer,
Maytag
6. Help Wanted
The Puryear Laundramat will Earn $50 per hundered secur- dryer, electric, $75. Good con- trailer, 12x65, good condition. Locust Grove Road. 753-6100. 11th, 8-9 pm at 1618 Kirkwood9. Situation Wanted
Drive. Lots of little girls clothes
1-354-8983,
be open daily. except Sunday, ing, stuffing envelopes. Free dition, Call 753-1328.
10. Bus Opportunity
Rev-Mar Arabians, 753-6126.
and infant boys clothes, also
11. Instructions
7 AM til 8' PM. Under new details. Reply: "Homemakers Remodeling sale! Four rooms of For sale. MobiM home, 1972,
Beautiful 3 gaited registered
12. Insurance
No
ownership.
change S12S", Box 94485. Schaum- carpet. used, celery green; unfurnished, gas heat. Cal 759- gelding, very well mannered, 5 stand for portable t.v., Avon
13. For Sale or Trade
burg, fL 60194.
bottles, lots of miscellaneous
available,
bring
your
own
4
built-in dishwasher; built-in 1786 after pm.
14. Want To Buy
years old, shown by teenager items. In case of rain it will be
quarters and dimes.
.
15. Articles For Sale,
stove, hood, and oven; upright 1974 Holly Park, 14'x70', 2 now too busy. All tack includCLERK
postponed.
deep freeze. Call after 4 pm, bedrooms, furnished. fireplace, ed. $2000. 1-444-9646 or 443
TYPIST III
Four party yard sale, Friday and
753-3730.
y e•ists In th•
A
carpeted, 8x12 patio with awn- 8444.
Saturday, 8 01 ?. 711 Poplar.
H•alth
Calloway County
Sofa couch, natural color. ing. $13,500. 247-0935.
Leather repair and custom 'Men, women, and children's
Departni•nt
Make
753-9795.
offer.
1974 Mobile home, 1268, 2 work. Chaps, belts, moccasins. clothes, bicycle, toys, tools,
Classification Clerk Typist
Ni
Used Tappan electric range bedrooms, 2 baths. completely gun cases, billfolds. saddle- tires, and handcrafts.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
unit. Hood, cooking surface, furnished. Call 753-6709 after bags. 753-9736.
6 Hails
ACROSS
Four party garage sale, 1709
7 POOVIS
I Prepare
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
high
Graduation from
and oven. Also a double sink. 5 pm.
Pigs for sale. 489-2697 or 436- Plainview Drive (off Doran
8 Pad notees
6 Jackets
CO
school Including or supE MI TE
75.3-9630.
9 Snake note
11 Oatmeal.
Two 1973 mobile homes for 5812.
Road), Friday 8-5, Saturday 9plemenNd by a course in
130 0000E1 CO
10 Teach
12 Junkie
19. Farm Equipment sale, I2x65, 2 bedrooms, 2 Quarter horse, 14 plus hands. 12. Small appliances, quality
of •x.
typing and two y
UMEIOU 00000
11 Snares
14 Ceremony "
baths, good condition. 354- Child broke. Show quality children's clothing and toys,
13 Carnes
0000E1 0001
15 Stories
peri•nc• 111 cl•rical work
BUILDING SALEI! All steel 6587.
16 Chanty
17 Exclamation
GIUU 0E10 000
tar seat and other baby items,
which has been in the per•
$550. 527-9573.
clear-span. Must take delivery
19 College
18 Hall
0000 000 00 A
ly dif•
formance of mod
furniture. and much. much
Ex- 28. Mob.
19 Valleys
Price
1980.
heads
0001 [100 El
15,
Nov.
by
38. Pets-Supplies
ficult clerical and typing
more.
20 Blouse
20 Ono-Ward
00 000 0000
amples: 30'x48•x12' for $3988 For rent: 2 bedroom trailer,
duties or on equivalent
21 Hebrew letter 22 Semesters
WEILI 000 000
Basic and Advanced dog obe Garage sale at 1702 Audubon
•
$6523
for
40'x60'x12'
•
23 Fry quickly
22 Abounds
relat•d
489of
pets.
No
Murray.
near
combination
1200 1313131313
dience classes. Breed handling, Drive(South of Murray High) on
23 FoOtwear
25 Prepared
40'x72'x14' for $6025 • 2611. 001200 00000
training and experi•nce
26 Atisical
24 Brooks
tracking, and protection. All October 10th and 11th, from 9
•
0E1 00000 00
$8433
for
48)(96'xI4'
Starting salary Is $3 09 per
instrurrie9I
26 Falls short
0 00
2. Notice "
2. Notice
.
hew.
60'x100'x16' for $12.919. Call For rent: 2 trailers at Stella, breeds and ages. Professional AM to 5 PM, rain or shine.
28 Black eyes
27 See eaves
In
interested
Piirsons
Slang
28 Aspersion
toll free today 1-800-848-1570 one 12x70 unfurnished, one instrlictor. 436-2858.
Toys, women's, men's clothing
29 Wander
1260 furnished. Call after 4 For
33 Wash lightly 41 Everyone
taking this examination
Farmers! Want to reduce your 29 Bangs
til 8 pm.
sale: White German (sizes 10, 12, 42XL), odds and
30 Rented
31 Close
35 Pretentious 42 Girl's name
may obtain further details
pm, 753-2493.
ITS A
overhead? M F A. Insurance 34 Spreads for 31 Twirl
ends.
Shepherd puppies. 753-0355.
44 French article
38 Portico
1968 D-17 Allis Chambers
swid application blanks friint
can save you money with their
FACT
32 Vitality
46 Diphthong
39 Hastened
drYtHo
Series IV. 3500 hours, also 4 One or two adults, 2 bedroom, Need AKA registered Labrador Garage sale, Thursday and FriII. Callow•y County Health
farmers
comprehensive 35 Malme
Free grft wrapping a a
Olive
701
Departm•ni
Nckei syrn
row Rotary hoe and 3-16 AC all electric, water furnished, Retriever for stud service in day, 1412 Dudley, open at 7
Package policy. See or call 36 Poi
specialty at:
Street Murray
breaking plow. 498-8970 or one mile out of city limits, November. Call 753-8918.
am. Nice fall and winter
M
your
F.A.
Johnny
Williams,
Bittern
37
Starks
be
must
Highway 121 South. $50
Applications
498-8428.
clothing; Men's (small,
14
38 Glisten
753-0445.
agent,
raturned to the Callaway
deposit, $95 pee month. Phone
Hardware
39 Clocken •
medium, and large) Ladies (all,
I.
For sale: A Vemeie trencher, T- 753-5405 after 5 pm.
County Health Deportment
40 Whle
12th & Popla'
Centenial
half
potatoes,
Sweet
boys and girls; jewelry;
sizes);
Call
October
trailer.
before
with
or
41
an,
tracks
office
on
100
Make
753-1227
Two bedroom trailers, com- mile off 94 at Pilot Oaks. Call toys: one pair of outdoor shoe
amends
14. 1980
"Authority
753-8702.
in
42 Ventilates
skates, ladies size 8; snare
pletely furnished, good condi- 376-5155.
Religion"
759-4444,
43 Color
1947 Ford Ferguson tractor tion, from $145. Call 753drum; 825 pieces of Lego: and
Personnel Manager wanted.
Bible Facts Free Store for the
45 Back down
Children's Bible Story
with good grader blade. Looks 8964.
household items.
47 Retard
needy 7591600.
Two years college required, ex- 759-4445.
and runs like new. Completely
48 Orphan
--1 • 'hen you want
perienced preferred. Salary
Garage sale, 'Saturday, October
Two bedroom, furnished. all
Anne s dog
753-9288.
$1450.
rebuilt.
HILLTOP
open Reply P.O. Box 32 U.
11th. Many items. 707
DOWN
electric trailer. $75 security
the best for your
1 Kind of
1964 International tractor with deposit. $160 rent. No pets.
Sycamore.
Wedding Choose
Regional Sales Manager.
SALE
YARD
Customers of 501 if you have
hed9n
two 4' plows. Call 435-4429 Call 753-4808.
2 Evaluate
$30,000 first year advance
CARTER
Garage sale, Friday October
not received your canceled
Sat., Oct. 11 9-5; Sun,
3 Frceen water
Sales per- after 5 pm.
commission.
against
from
bank,
your
please
10th, 8-1, 1710 Melrose (off
check
Two bedroom trailer, all elecSTUDIO
4 Pronoun
12-5
12
Oct.
son for your area to sell, train, 20. Sports Equipment tric, no pets, $50 deposit,
Doran Road). Baby to adult
contact 501 in Fulton,
5 Regards
7538298
304 Main
winter clothes •
and
Fall
and motivate. 3-5 Sales people. For sale: 732 Woodsmaster 308 $130 per month. Call 753clothing, baby items, toys, odds
Women's sines 9.14, Men's
Must spend first 4-6 months Bushnel 3x9 scope and a Dan 2377.
and ends.
sines 7844. Nome furRkf
CPIIRR1i,CHO
"CHIRRL(
(
1
WAS
PRET1
THAT
PERHAPS ‘OU'RE A
excelling in personal produc- Wesson, 357 magnum with
'01./ KNOW WHAT KIND
nishings, decorative items,
Hugh garage sale, Friday and
CHORR,(..CHIRRY,CHIRPI,
6002 MA4BE I'M
tion in advance sales. Send heavy 6' ventilated barrel. Call 30. Business Rental
'MOURNING WARBLER
OF BiRD '(OU MAY BE ?
mcuum cleaner and other apSaturday, 94 East to first road
A
CNORRY
CHORRC
'MORNING WARBLER"'
resume to County Map Service, 435-4429 after 5 pm.
TI-iElf 60 LIKE THIS
pliances.
on left, about a mile on Van
Large building for rent.
P.O. Box 12061, Lexington. KY
1st House on left north of
Road. Blow dryer, elecCleave
Musical
22.
N.
641
on
Rd.
Fisher Price
40580.
4 boys in front. Hoist 7
tric organ, toys, bicycles, old
Bass Gutianst needed for band
back bays. Extra large
stove, nice boys coats and
Serious. 14 to 18. Call after 5
rooms. Call 753-8581
Carport sale, Saturday 8-5 suits, antiquesand Avon botpm, 753-1205.
HELP
Children'
16th.
South
or see at 808 Coldwater
1311
tles, lots more.
WANTED
-0
clothing, 24 months to 4 todRoad.
New and used Baldwin piano
Huge yard sale. Friday and
Younfiffeite open., ler reopensatile pro
size
10-18,
clothing,
baby
dler,
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co..
cepolole prnefeang popfien of
Saturday at old Doc Mason
THE
TEARING
FOR
ITS
small,
I
inr000per
toles
clothing,
Renee"
to
oimistent
THAT'S
men's
also
Mg=
across from the Post Office,
farm Take 94 West out of Murtele...* Mil. .011 sales
Mini
patience
JUDGE'S PANTS
WONDERFUL
medium, and large. other ray, 3
AUNT FRiTZ)
Paris, TN.
only. holpfel SecrePerepl Wore
miles turn right on 783
items.
ell
proficient
IN
miscellaneous
Moir
repoire4
Warehouse
1 ENTERED
at Taylor Seed, then go 2 miles
New and used pianos and
shill. Clieltenging peptone
vowels/lel
POOCHiE IN A
Carport sale, 1307 Pegri Ann and follow signs. Furniture,
orell metier., opperfeeity for tfie
organs, largest selection in the
Storage Space
BILL
DOG SHOW AND
itlinnlend Snarl r•sufe• end We,
Drive, Saturday, 9 015.
small appliacnes, dishes,
purchase area. Buynow and
In.
f•4111
Don
to
oprevirregonts
'AO
SHE GOT A
For Rent
household items. clothes, and
*rpm.. Int P 0 BOA 95 Morn,
save up to $1000. We accept
15th,
South
208
sale,
Carport
020 BILL
It 47071 AMP Soler Weeper Na
lay-aways for Christmas
753-47S8
Saturday, October 11th. 8 to 4. other items too numerous to
phone colt pleeso
Clayton's - I & B Music, DixBaby bed, desk, car tape mention.
ieland Center, Murray.
books Six party. Slide projector and
player, clothes
Wanted: Responsible older per- 23. Exterminating
Apartments for -rent, near miscellaneous.
screen, furniture, washer,
son for babysitting and
downtovin. Call 753-4109.
Carport sale, 1637 Catalina. dryer, lamps, tape player, toys,.
Salary
TilEN SWIM OVER AND PUT
housekeeping.
size clothes, lots
LET'S MOVE .
STUFF YOUR
I'LL. SHOW
For rent. Attractive 2 bedroom Girls and ladies clothes, infant curtains, all
ON DRY CLOTHES! SMART EH?
IT! THE CAPTAIN
negotiable. Call 753-1863.
CLOTI-IES hi YOUR
to adult. Friday and Saturday. 8 more. Saturday 8 am, 222
VOU NOW
furnishduplex,
appliances
all
SAYS WE'RE
NELMET AND
South 11th St
-0 CROSS
am til dark.
9. Situation Wanted
ed. near M.S.U. 753-5791.
GOIN&ThIS
rim.ow IT ACROSS
A RIVER.'
WAY NOW
Two women would like to clean
Furnished one bedroom aparthouses 753-8687 from 8-5.
ment, Zimmerman Apartments,
New Concord Auction Barn
South 16th Street 753-6609.
Kelley's Termite
Will do housekeeping, exSaturday, Oct. 11, 7:00 P.M.
perienced Call 753-9344.
New duplex for rent or sale! 2
& Pest Control
10 Mlles South ON Hwy 121
bedroom plus carport. All apPhone 753-3914
Would like to babysit in town
washer
with
furnished
pliances
sale. Washing machine
General
merchandise
Call 753-5954.
and dryer hookup No pets Call
glassware, new dishes, portable dishwasher
12. Insurance
753-2965
antique dressers, quilt scraps, baby high
burning
Fantastic rates on 1974 or Ben Franklin wood
Riverta Apartments. Two
Call
753screen.
with
stove
chair. Many other items.
or
See
homes.
mobile
newer
NEVER
EXPECTED
we's
TkE
RETURNING
_Dow WHAT CAME IN Ti-IC
bedrooms, refrigerator, range,
TO SEE TNAT"TEN
call Johnny Williams, your 4740.
moNev we BORROWED
MM11_-:A TEN-DOLLAR SILL
disposal, carpet, drapes.
DOLLARS AGAIN
TwOYEARS AGO
SEORGE HAMNIOCK I
▪
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.
Firewood 23" seasoned hard washer-dryer hookup, and
Belo Ilelsea-434-.53534
delivered
rick
a
Radium..., 753-9324
$35
wood
443-3430r,
dishwasher.
Want To Buy
435-4494
Paducah, KY.
WANTED TO
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18" Two bedroom duplex, 3 miles
BUY
or 24" Also custom cut sizes from town on private road
489-2327
Wonderful Morning must be in
753-8848
$160, deposit
Browns Grove Trading Post
bes sod tied with ribbon One
We boy. sell or trade just oboe anything.
Small wood stove us- before 9 pm
sale
For
et a bind, very sunny, blue
o Antiques
ed one season, ideal for small Two bedroom apartment, near
sky. Cheep et hsH the price
workshop or tobacco stripping University. 1414 Vine St.
• Used Furniture
C•stact 0. Twist 762.6797
shed, $70 Call 753-8428 after
'Flea-Market Items
to
(Oast and crew willing
Two bedroom duplex, good
6 pm
'New Gift Items
brma legs fa pea spent.,• I
EASY. HON. ME
condition, nice yard, private
'Used Clothing
KNOWS THE
Handmade wool afghan, green drive For 2 adults or with one
▪WHY WASTE
TERRITORY. WE
A store full of some junk, antiques, and some good,
App es for cider. To pick up ripple pattern, $50 Call 753TIME WITH
unfur
month
per
$135
child
CAN USE HIM'
11419 MASKED
free or cheep 753-2709 from 5954.
new merch9ndise. Come and browse around. We have
refrigerator
with
$145
nished,
HOOP BLOW
9-6 and ask for John.
something for everyone.
HIM GOWN,'
Quikrete concrete mix, 60 lb and stove. Call 489-2595
Open Tues. thru Set. 9 til 6
Want to buy standing timber bag. $2 78, Mortar mix. 60 lb
33. Rooms for Rent
Sunday I til
Will lidok at all tracts approx- bag, $3 21 Non burning ex*
Closed Mondays
ima)ely 20 acres and up 751- tended refedse fawtr and 'Rooms for"
( t Pik. Call 753
Location: Take Hwy. 94 to Lynn Grove. Turn North on
5592
gardenlime, 50 lbs $1 99 1812 or 759-4949
Hwy.)91 ".• .5 miles or take Hwy. 121 to the GravesCoast to Coast Hardware, Cen 34. Houses For Rent
Calloway County line turn south on Hwy. $93, Go 2
tral Shopping Center
DON'T BE
For rent Cabm for rent. Pine
Bookcase and set of enFOCe- J.LOOK
month
per
Sheets
galvanized
$100
underpinShores
Blip
489-2188
30
cyclopedias Call
AT HiM •
rung for trailer Gall 436-5844 Cal 753-5791
after 5 pm.
NOTICE
A hearing will be held beginning at 1:00 o'clock p.m.,
E.S.T., Tuesday, October 28, 1980, by the Utility
Regulatory Commission of Kentucky at its offices at
Frankfort. Kentucky, in Case No. 7927 as to the
reasonableness of the following rate and tariff
schedule changes which the West Kentucky Rural
Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., of Mayfield.
Kentucky, proposes to place effect upon approval by
•
the Commission:
RATE SCHEDULE CHANGES
Business Main Stations and ,
(Now $18.00)
$19.50
Pay Stations
mthly
(Now $12.00)
$13.50
Residence Main Stations
mthly
TARIFF SCHEDULE CHANGES
Service Connection
( Now $10.00)
$20.00
Charge
(Now $10.00)
$20.00
Restoral of Service
(Now $10.00)
820.00
Inside Moves & Changes
(Now $10.00)
$20.00
Install Extension
(Now $10.00)
$20.00
Exchange Sets
(Now $10.00)
$20.00
Install Jack-Inside
(Now $15.00)
$25.00
Install Jack-Outside
( Now $15.00)
$25.00
Install Speakerphone
Install Jack for Customer
(Now $10.00)
$20.00
Owned Equipment
(Now $7.75)
$17.75
Install 14'Straight Cord
(Now $8.50)
818.50
Install 25' Straight Cord
(Now $9.75)
$19.75
Install 12' Coiled Cord
(Now $12.25)
$22.25
Install 25' Coiled Cord
Install 13' Slenderet Straight
(Now $9.75)
$19.75
Cord
Install 25' Slenderet
( Now $13.50)
$23.50
Straight Cord
Install Extension BellI Now $10.00)
$20.00
Small
Install Extension Bellr Now $10.00)
820.00
Large
(Now $15.00)
$25.00
Install Howler
(NOW 815.00)
$25.00
Install Relay
Now $10.00)
$20.00
Install Amplifier
Key System Charges:
( Now $10.00)
$20.00
Install 2 Button Set
(Now $10.00)
$20.00
Install 3 Button Set
(Now $10.00)
$20.00
Install 4 Button Set
(Now $15.00)
$25.00
Install 6 Button Set
( Now $15.00)
$25.00
Install 12 Button Set
Install Hands Free Key
Now $15.003
$25.00
Set
( Now $15.00)
$25.00
Install Music on Hold
Now $15.00)
$25.00
Install Call Announcer
(Now Pk
25e
Local Pay &alien Charge
per call
per call)
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative Corporation, Inc.

U

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

16. Hume Futnishings
Vacuum Cleaners
It Searing Machines
It Farm Equipment
NA Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
H. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts for Rent

5.

and Found

Home

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Home Reets_,

II MOM AMMEM
WM= WU=
MEM MUM=
ME MIME WIM
MOM WEE
BIM= WM.
klIMMIIM
MIMI= NIMMIMIEWW
WM= WEN= WM
WWI MEM WNW
kiM WM. WM=
MWMEMIll
s• II
WIMIIIM

40.Produce

41. Public Sale

triri
Moving
Drive
househol
must go!
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Saturday,
in case o'
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Highway
old Potte
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Yard sal
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board, a
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adds an(
rams. 21
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luggage
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sizes, lar
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road, taki
then left
2nd housi
Yard sale,
October
Coach Es
tires, elec
minibike,
Mercury t
condition,
Yard sale,
and Satu
clothes, or
Yard sale,
Saturday.
tiques. an
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FarnHal
10:00 a
12
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ruin 0
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Rags&
tiques.
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tures
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lamps,
floor It
rocking
piece h
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numera
I've sol
Not re!
conduc
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32. Apts. For Rent

New Ii
bath, I
heat,
well bi

2-4:Miscellaneous

Terry Shoemaker

14.
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When
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lot onl)
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Excepti
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IIITIE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

ball and
oom light
bowl set,
er, paperid other
Friday 7
ytil noon,

m town,
0 SALE.
ns, Friday,
5. Take 94
, a right at
Dose Road,
Cancel if

le on 641,
Marshall
ald picture
nis items
y, October
ig 8 AM.

e in West
lay
121.
day, 8-5.
-18, nice
ass, colleccrafts, etc.
Friday and
408 South

316 South
urday.
Saturday
8 Kirkwoodpis clothes
othes, also
t.v., Avon
scellaneous
n it will be

Friday and
11 Poplar
children's
toys, tools,

41. Public Sale

41. Public Sale

Moving sale, 1713 Plainview
Drive. Some antiques,
household items, everything
must go! Saturday, 8 til ?.

Yard sale, Saturday, 9-4, 1211 ,
Maternity
Mimosa Lane
clothes, baby items, many
other things. Canceled if rains

Yard sale. 2 miles out on Coldwater Road, (121 North),
Saturday, 630 am. Held inside
in case of rain or cold.
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday,
Highway 121 North in Stella by
old Pottery place. Baby clothes,
trinkets, and many other items.
Yard sale, Saturday, October
11th. 8 am. A set of cane bottom chairs, old kitchen cupboard, and other household
zoods. Some' baby items,
iishes, clothes. and lots of
adds and ends. Canceled if
rains. 2 miles from Murray just
off Highway 94.
Yard sale, 4 party, Saturday, 84. Patio table and chairs, VW
luggage carrier, small appliances, children's things,
clothing in large and small
sizes, large size shoes, and
other interesting items.`South
on 16th Street to Gibbs store
road, take first 2 right turns,
then left on Knightsway Drive,
2nd house on left.
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday,
October 10th and 11th, A3
Coach Estates, 8 til ?. Snow
tires, electric heaters, moped,
mintike, some furniture, 1969
Mercury with new tires in good
condition, odds and ends.
Yard sale, Almo itleights, Friday
and Saturday. Bicycle, good
clothes, odds and ends.
Yard sale, 712 Elm, Friday and
Saturday. Dinette, golf set, an•
tiques, and miscellaneous.

43. Real Estate

sale, 1709
(oft Doran
Saturday 9.
:es, quality
and toys,
baby items,
Jch, much

12 Audubon
ray High) on
lth, from 9
or shine
n's clothing
), odds and

lay and Friopen at 7
ind winter
3 (small,
Ladies (all
rls, iewelry,
utdoor shoe
a 8, snare
if Lego, and

lay, October
ems 707

ay October
trielrose (off
iy to adult
s, toys, odds

MURRAY
ANTIQUE SHOW

43.

L

753-0186
11940•••

Do you own your own lot or lot
and mobile home? If you do
and your family income is
within the following adjusted
income limits, you may qualify
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
4 bedroom home. Income
limits are. Two, in family $13,500; Three in family $15,150; Four in family $17,900. With today's inflation
and interest rates up, why not
visit our office today and let us
terms
now...753talk
1492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors at 1200
Sycamore.
UI

Looking for an ideal
building spot in the
county? Let Anna
show you this land
with 217 feet of, road
frontage plus ele&riciz ty and water at lots.
Only minutes away
"--f. from Kentucky Lake.
Gently slopping. Office 753-1651 or home
- 753-2477.

BOYD-MAJORS
105 N.
12th Street
753-8080

New Listing

k
k

_

k

V

N

753-8080

Income property. Small apartment building, fully rented, excellent inconie. For sale by
owner. Low $20's Call 7538742.

I

REAL ESTATE

THE TIME
TO BUY
IS NOWAnd 1611 Oakhill Drive us
h is the House. A 2 B.R.
smart (almost) New
home, vertical siding,
tastefully decorated, s
C. Ele. Heat Pump and
air conditioning,
disposal, range,
dishwasher, exhaust
fan, panelled garage
automatic
with
opener, large lot at a
low price of $33,900.
t Check this today and
S get settled in for the
holidays.
DESIGNED FOR
I
HAPPY LIVING
Owner leaving state
act quickly 1611
h Parklane. The home
SI you've waited for immaculate 3 HR., B.V.,
0 C.
air located on a
shady
ele'lot in a quiet and
stable
residential
area. Reduced to sell
or $38,000.

k

loan. Brehm
1917 C•101.000 Ed

AUCTION SALE: Saturday, Oct. 1 1 th, 1000 a.m.,
rain or shine, at the late Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Ragsdale's home at 1100 Sycamore St. Mr. and Mrs.
Ragsdale were known for their fine collection of antiques.
Selling wolnut organ and organ stool, lamps, candle
holders, vases, china cabinet with bevel mirror, pictures and picture frames, figurines, Nippon vases,
candelabra glass, chandelier, candle holders, matching
lamps, wicker chair, 2 living room chairs, chandelier
floor lamp, lamp tables, oak chairs, wardrobe, oak
racking chairs, maple poster bed, Jenny Lind bed, 23
piece handpainted chino, 13 piece aralro suomi from
Finland, depression glass, cut glass, press gloss, brass
candle holders with bevel mirror, also black and white
t.v., maple bedroom suite, electric heaters, chest
type deep freeze, desk, stereo, lots more too
numerous to mention. Folks, this is the best glassware
I've sold in a long time!
Not responsibe for accidents. Lunch on grounds. Sale
conducted by Shoemaker Auction S1)rvice, 753-9324.

8
0
0
0
0
0

BOYD MAJORS.
"'
REAL ESTATE
753 8080

COC•rise4COCOrdejr/OCICO"
.0..":"It•
.

STROUT REALTY

South 1216 M Sycamore
Telephoiw 153-1651
P.O. Box 331
OP

1

1.,f esstotidl tier...CS
Willi Th.. F•riert,11, Tote.11-

Listings
needed1
Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
Everywhere. "free" Catalog

mons - Derail Rd.

Friday and
Doc Mason
out of Muright on 783
n go 2 miles
Furniture,
s, dishes,
clothes, and
iumerous to

nim

the

FARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

45. Farms For Sale

../CIAC•CtereeZe3Cerzear.:

STROUT REALTY, INC.
The Ireelr,s say, MO
'memos
•n0

PrIvItl•es, Jewelry, ilass
Farniture. Sat., Oct. II
1000 a.as -9 p.m.; Sue. Oct.
12 100 per - 5 p.m.
Morro, High School Com-

Friday and
to first road
nile on Van
dryer, elecricycles, old
coats and
d Avon bot-

Real Estate .

rit

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE to own
a part of Mother Nature
without being out a lot of
cash!! 23 robing acres on
Groves-Marshall County line
just north of hwy. no. Rood
frontage on East and West
sides with two building sites.
Tobacco base and barn. Only
518,500. Need further direc.
hon. Just call. We'll helpl

JOHN SMITH

74e 6414,14,..
OF ',HOMES/

AROUND THE CLOCK

New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 ful
baths, brick veneer home
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
features Olympic size pool,
central heat and air, fireplace,
burglar alarm system. For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate, 7534451. Suzy Wells 753-1585,
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
An exceptional nice 29
acre farm, all tendable, level to gently
rolling, completely
fenced, pond stocked
with Hybrid catfish.
Coldwater area. Call
for details.

A CAREFUL BUYER'S DREAM
New listing - owners leaving town - 3 bedroom, 1 bath, B.V. and frame home, nicely decorated, electric
heat. 1 car carport with storage. Large lot. This is a
well built home and moderately priced at $36,500.

Nice 4 bedroom home on
Highway 641 North of Almo
Heights, for sale, lease, or rent
with option to buy Has approved Farmer's Home Administration loan which can le assumed by qualified buyer. Priced to
sell $25,000! Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724,
----•••=11111111141gr
40 -lc

ERUD

lachine,
washer,
ay high

REALTY

753-1222
YOU'LL FEEL AT HOME
When you first walk in! There's a worm, cozy atmosphere in this extra nice, roomy, modern home.
Separate large paneled den, big kitcheriplus built-ins,
dinette, 1"? baths and central heat and air. 3.4 acre
lot only 2'7 mi. from town. Affordable at 841,500.

-436-535

me good,
We have

North on
I Graves93. Go 2

CRAPPIE HOLLOW
forge wooded waterfront lot, ideal building site with
approximately 1 86' shoreline. Owner out of state says
sell - ONLY $8,300.00.
ALMO
large lot (appr. 2/3 acre), double garage, wash
house, trailer hool6up, ideal building site, possible
business location, city water, 2 wells. Just listed at
510,000.
MAPLEW090 ESTATES
Exceptionally good lot for a new home. Quiet area of
fine homes, city water, paved street, lot size
105'xl 50'. Approx. 1 mile from town. Reasonably
priced at 53,500.
•
After Office Hours
BorbamEnvin 753-4136 WarroaSI.,-,•-kire 753.8277
Audro Moody 753-9036 Reuben Moody 753-9036
re. Hook 753-2387
Homer Miller 73-7519

i

COPILAVAIL ABLE

Alle

'aim

4<ir

-4

•

k-Adpir

KOPPSRUD

Closed For Relocation
Open On About Oct. 15

Ti

Antique Auction

& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

44
0-4/rP

95OR

R0(,)M

Hornbuckle Barber Shop

753-7411

5

rojector and
a, washer.
player, toys,
clothes, lots
8 am, 222

50:ffsed Trucks
51-UTes Offered
53. Services Offered
between Pro- 1978 Chevrolet C-10 4-wheel For interior and exterior KARATE CLASSES Open daily
vidence and Concord on George drive truck P.S., P_B , AM-FM decorating, home repair and Murray Karate Center for aP
Shoemaker Road 3 bedroom 8-track stereo Has 36.000 remodeling, call 753-0068
pointment call 753-6317.
house, full basement, pole miles. Call 498-8970 or 498General construction and Home
Memories for
sale
barn, tobacco barn. lay Futrell 8428.
copies of your favorite
Improvement, all work
farm. Call 527 1525. $85,000.
family photographs. A
1976 Dodge Ramcharger, 4x4, guaranteed PrOmpt, efficient
gift that says I care" at
46. Homes For Sale
automatic, air, p.s., .p.b., AM- service Call 753-0948
any time of the year
For sale by owner 3 or 4 FM, excellent condition, Have your driveways white rockCARTER
/
2 $2850.-753-9262 after 4 pm., ed and graded before bad
bedroom buck home, 11
baths, fiteplace, central heat For sale' 1970 F-100 with weather Free estimates CIOSTUDIO
and air, East of Murray on 1 camper top. $700. 753-9124. ford Garrison, 753-5429:
Main 7538208 •
a 304
Call
$39,500.
acre of land,
Painting,
paperhanging,
comInsulation
blown
in
1950
GMC
pickup,
327
by
rebuilt
Sears,
436-2401
engine 1961 Elcomino body. save on these high heating and mercial or residential. Farm
Houseind 25 acres. 759-1100.
cooling bills Call Sears, 753- buildings, etc 20 years exCall 436-2439 after 4 30.
perience Free estimates 759New 4 bedroom Executive type 1974 GMC utility
pickup, 283 2310 for free estimate
house, priced realistically Call motor, diamond plate bed, K & K Stump Removal Do you 1981
753-3903.
$675. 753-3570 or 753-1852. need stumps removed from Paper hanging and interio!
Three bedroom brick house and
your yard or land cleared of painting Call after 4 pm. 75'
•'GOOd news? Better check it out first."
house trailer 50x50 body shop. 1963 GMC Grain truck, tandem stumps? We can remove 7337 or 437-4617.
bushel
16'
grain
axle.
bed.
500
2 acres land on 641, 41
/
2 miles
stumps up to 24- below the
43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
north of Murray. Call 153- corn capacity. 2-speed axle, A- ground, leaving only sawdust
ROOFING
1 condition. 492-8425
Does Price Count? You bet it 5618
Commercial
and chips Call for free
and
does! 2 bedroom brick on
Residential, Shingle
Two bedroom house with 1962 Two ton, Chevy truck with estimate."Bob Kemp 435-4343
beautiful acre lot surrounded
grain
bed,
good
condition.
Also
or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319
and bvIll-op roofs.
aluminum siding. Living room,
Purdom & Thurman
by mature trees. Bright, sunny
kitchen, bath, upstairs, 1968 Chevy truck with gravel
References, all work
Insurance &
kitchen, dining room, large livNew
engine
Roy
Ezell,
bed
Order wood
screened-in back porch. 2 out
guaranteed. 759-4512
Real Estate
ing room with wood burning
Early Before
buildings and pole barn, with Cadiz, KY,(502)522-6689.
or 7S9-11159.
Southside Court Square
best of
fireplace.. And
21
/
2 acres. Phone 492-8336
51. Campers
Bad Weather!
all,..Priced in the 520's. For
Murray, Kentucky
Call 753-5648
Stop! For all your repair needs,
comfort and value, compare Two bedroom duplex, has 900 1969 Little Colonel camper,
753-4451
after 4 p.m.
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
with anything you may have sq ft per unit, carpeted 14'. 5900. Call 753-8451.
and electrical work, look .no
seen.. Offered bu Century 21 throughout new appliances See thejnew Prowler trailers for
Loretta Jobs, Realtors - 753- concrete drive and patios. 6 1980 - Also many good used LEATHER REPAIR and custom more' Call 753-9226 or 753months old. Call 753-9400.
Priced slashed! Make an offer 1492.
trailers, Arrowhead Camper leather work. Reasonable. Call 9623 We'll do your lob large or
small. All work done to your
on this under priced
Sales, Highway 80 East, 753-9736.
47. Motorcycles
satisfaction.
home. The family is anxious to
247-8187.
Mayfield,
KY,
Licinsed Electrician and gas in1978 DT-175, also 1976 MTmove with husband to his new
Tractor
work; bushhogging,
125. Elsinore motor on both TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom stallation, heating installation
lob location. This home is lust.
plowing. discing. blade work. ,and
repairs.
Call
made
and
repaired.
Reasonable
753-7203.
bikesCompletely
rebuilt
and
outside of city limits just 2
gardens. Free estimates. Call
broke in. Call 753-6567 after 6 rates. Free estimates Call 753- Mobile homes moved. Insured,
miles, making for town conve753-7400 or 753-2632.
753-1222
pm.
9736.
niences but no city taxes. The
state licensed. Unblocked and
TENTS
AND
AWNINGS,
custom
house has a traffic pattern that
blocked Also service work.
1976 500 Honda. $800. 1971 52. Boats and Motors
made and repaired. Reasonable
is very liveable. Insulated up to
500 Triumph, some custom For sale: 1978 35 hp Evinrude Benton. 1-527-8740.
HOME FOR
rates. Free estimates. Call 753TVA specifications for
parts, $350 Phone 759-1985 outboard, electric start. $900. Morse Excavating 4 inch water
SALE OR RENT
9736
economic utility bills. Priced in Economic family livafter 4 pm
Two bass seats with pedestals wells end loader and dozer
the 530's. Call 753-1492 CENWet basement? We make wet
ing in this wooden con1977 Honda Express, good con- and stands. $50. Call 753-9646 work. Ben Morse, Grand Rivers,
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors
basements dry, work completeKY. 502-362-4064.
anytime. •
temporary
home
and
dition,
100
mpg,
$150
Call
and let us show you this home
ly guarenteed. Call or write
753-7231
after
4
pm.
ae'res
located
in
a
Need
work
on
your
quick
trees?
Reduced for
sale. 28'
today.
Topp- Morgan Construction Co.,
lovely setting at the
Honda 360 motorcycle, cheap, Chriscraft Cruiser, many extras, ing, pruning. shaping, com- Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
edge of Murray. Many
plete
removal
and
cabin
like
new,
full
galley,
more.
Call KY 42001 or call day or night,
good condition. Call 753-1205
".-7
Beautiful spacious
unique.., unusual
after 5 pm.
sleeps' 4. Radio, depth-finder, BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for ,
1 442-7026
home at the waters
features including
professional tree care. 751
edge of Kentucky h
Leather repair. Alsq„, chaps,, hardtop, full canvas. Can be
WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
solid Birch kitchen
8536.
at
Sportsman
Marina.
motorcycles suits, saddle-bags, seen
Lake. It is not only
COATING & SEALING. Have
cabinets, 40x12 Redcustom leather seats Call 753: Kentucky. Lake. Highway 68 at
your home driveway or parkiN
well built, secluded,
Creek.
First
$4,750
wood deck, 40x12 conJonathon
9736.
lot sealed professionally before
and restful but, is b
NIP
'N
TUCK
takes
it!
(812).882-8303
Call
crete patio, fireplace
winter 753-8163
maintenance free and
Nice 450 Semi-Chop Honda
in living room and
UPHOLSTERY
53. Services Offered
can be divided into two
with
extra
Set
of
pipes
and
Anil
haul driveway white rock
family foorn, pella
living
separate
original front end Phone 492- Babysitting after 5:30 pm,
Rt. 2,
and AK lime, also have any type
thermopane
windows,
quarters. Enjoy thl
Monday through Friday. and
of brown or white pea gravel
8879.
Hazel, Ky.
and much, much
convenience of your
Also do backhoe work Call
1979 Yamaha 650 Special, Sundays. $1.25 per hour per Free estimates! Pickup
more. Price reduced!
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
own private boat dock,
black, like new. Call 759-4749 child Has experience and own and delivery! Discount
Upper $70's. Phone
transportation. Call Laurie after
after 4 pm.
753-6763
$59,500. Call today for \
fabrics! Owners, Jerry
Realty,
753Kopperud
5 pm at 753-3085.
g
an appointment to see ‘
49. Used Cars
56. Free Column
and Sherry Jones,
1222 for full-time real
this gorgeous home.
Concrete and block work. Block Phone 492-8307 or
estate service.
1979 Buick Electra Limited,
Free to good home. 12 week
2 Befiroom home with
garages, basements, driveways, 753-6152.
NOT FAR
loaded with extras, local car, walks, patios, steps.
old, solid black, male hater
free
centeal heat and air
FROM TOWN Call 753-09Viatter 5 pm
20,000 actual miles. 'Can be
estimates. Charles Barnett,
w/walk out basement,
Attractive 3 bedroom
seen at Black's Decorating
remodeled home on
753-5476
located near KY Lake.
Center, or call 753-0839 or
21,z acres. Property is
On paved street, large
CLEANING,
CARPET
753-5287.
fenced with stocked
wooded lot, outside
Guaranteed References. Free
209 Walnut Street
pond and barn for
1968
Chevy
Impala,
reliable,
in
storage'. $15,900.
estimates. 753-9736.
horses, and located
434-1430
good condition. $650 Call 759,
Now. Green
less than 3 miles from
133-1416
1111114 Illsmasen
4652 on weekends, after 5:30 For appliance repair, refrigeratown. The price is
Prentice Dom - /53-3723
tion, and small electrical repair
on weekdays.
10471s• 111.14•4 - 133-1409
right
too
in
the
$30's.
UN,51m4/014.44 •smr1.....
lobs. call Bill Rollins. 753Phone
753-1222,
Kop1976
Cutlass
Supreme,
in
exlits
133-9314
Thank You
0762
perud Realty for
cellent condition. Phone 753
friendly, courteous
Fireplace
inserts
custom
built.
0394
after
4
pm.
Murray-Calloway
Real Estate Service.
Fireplace and chimney brick
County Realty
1978 Camaro, white exterior, repair.
Call after 6 pm, 436(502)7534146
44-.Its Foilále
black interior, 305 V8, power. 2855.
304N.12th St
radio
air,
Rally
wheels.
$4175.
/
2 Acres of land . Timbered.
111
Murray, Ky. 42071
For all your plumbing in10 miles south of Paris, Ten- Call 753-1480.
stallation and repair, all work
nessee. $5,000. Call 436-5565. 1972 Chevrolet. 2-door. vinyl guaranteed, call 753-8950.
roof, ps and brakes, good con--44.111Mgymilel
dition. $1000. 606 Broad Ex- Floyd's General Contracting.
FREE
t1en7d6
9 d
You need it done, we can do it.
20 MILE
Chevrolet
stationwagon, 4 For free estimate phone 474.
8008.
This home on 1 acre wooded lot lust 8 miles west of
DELIVERY :cylinder. automatic, 21 mpg
Murray. Lots of room; lots of extras. Must see to apgood tires. 43.000 miles. Fence sales at Sears now. Call
.44.3 753-0984
preciate. Call 435-4276,
$1850. 753-2266 ask for Bob. Sears. 753-2310 for free
Floored and ready. Up to 17 x 24. Also barn style, of1977 Cutlass, 1976 Grand Prix estimate for your needs.
Call 527-3149.
fices, cottages, mobile hor..b ad-ons, and patios, or UBUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
1977 Datsun 810. 4-door
sedan, nice. Call 753-8124.
x 60. Buy the best for less.
(iOtlDt500tti 1PM 10 SUN Ito
'Extra nice 1966 Plymouth. Call
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
753-4151.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11, 10:00 A.M.
Electric car, lights. licensed to
run on city streets. 753-7475.
1976 Ford Maverick. 4-door,
Mid-Way Between Dresden & Paris, Tn.
a72
i r4
-conditioned. power steerHwy. 54, Como, Tenn.
ing, radio. Call after 3 pm, 753Mr. and Mrs. Owens ore both in bad health and have decided to sell their Antique
=TA:RITE
Shop at public auction, this will be anal! day sole.
For sale: 1976 Ford van. 306
For Fast Service
-FURNITURE'
cylinder, good condition,
Primitive kitchen cabinets, ook.base cabinets. hand mode bureau, seeing rockers, youth chaise, glass
and Installation
52500. 436-2140.
. oak sq.
door gun cabinet, chifferobes, old side board * bevel mirror, straight choirs vanity d
1974 Ford LTD. good shape,
dining tables. pie safes w/metal sides & doors, wicker baskets, oak beds oak wash stands bent wood
will sell or trade for pickup
choirs, walnut choirs, round ocili dining table, oak who chair oali library tables, mahogany tables,
rosewood love seat re/lions head arms 8. velvet upholstry, old trunks, oak aressers, o beaei mirrors, 7
equal value. Call 436-5844.
We have well pump repair service and service
sq. lamp tables loali). school desks, bookcases, oak desk copper tub washing machine 1r 5l, OF
and install So-Rite pumps.
1973 Monte Carlo. dark green„
turns, dough trays, rolling pins.
Landau roof in good shape. Can
"CCILLECTIBLES
be seen at Speedway. Highway
Brasswares, powder horns railroad locks, jewelry box clock w clock & brass trim', mete, candy boxes,
641. Call 759-1160
spice grinders, butter molds milk cans, 2 eat. wheel choirs, old books, ant, wood transit unit, national
cash register, wood mime, pumps crank type washing machine 119031, nail kegs, old tools.
1973 Mercury Montego. Good
"IRONWARES''
running condition. Body needs
Shmp & cow bells, kettles, beds, flat irons, shoe lasts boat anchors, 2 eye lauedry stove hand corn
little work. Air-conditioned,
sliders iron wheels broad axes, cye blades, hoes well pulleys, iron toys I. banks, 5' coke machine.
AM-FM stereo. Call 759-4603
harness collars a homes, lanterns, charcoal buckets, all kinds of tools, etc.
after 5 pm.
-CROCK I. GLASS WARES"
and
at
Mr.
a.m.
10:00
the
11th,
Saturday, October
SOO pieces depression gloss,'tumoral glass, MA IL white Hisey, kerosene lamps, irish cerniml, puple
1976 Plymouth Salon, good
on
Highfentonareller-McCoy-Nirklock•Hull.Roseville
pottery, crock bowls pitchers.
black enemy, ridgeway
1
2 mile north of Almo
Mrs. Joe Oldham home /
condition, good tires. 318
daisy churn, crock churns, turkey bottles, chino cameo tea set, swirl glass youth set, goufus glass berry
way 641. All antique collector item sale!
engine. $1295. Datsun pickup
, cobalt L milk glass pigeon blood gam, pattern 8. press cut items, 47 pc china
sets temps
model 620, good condition,
jewel tea sets, bitter bottles, cookie jars. green gloss top jars butter milk pitchers, inli wells, church
great gas mileage. $1395. Call
Round top trunk, old kitchen cabinet, tall pie safe, 3
_ Mmes. crystal.
489-2595.
Silver pieces and 100's of items we cannot begin to list
walnut round tear tables, square walnut table, old
Lind
beds,
finny
1976 Red Camaro, one owner,
round glass top table, foot stool, 2
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
excellent condition Call 753Mr. or Mrs. Ernest Owens. Owners
oak bed over 100 years old, other beds, small tables,
Congo. Teen, 901.642.2574
9853 after 4 pm
bench, old chairs and rockers, old lamps, old
Auction Conducted By
English china bowls and pitchers, 5 gallon stone jug,
1978 T-Bird, silver with all ex- •
bottle collection, cabinet bottom, old quilts, child's
tras $4000. Call 753-8451.
desk, milk cons, 6 clocks, pictures, lawn furniture, old
1975 Volkswagen Rabbit, 4ice box, glass, china, and lots more.
door, air-conditioned, looks
For information call
11000, drives good, 753-1898.
_ 1946 Willis Jeep, mantle top,
436-4377.
20,5 W. State Line So, Fulton, In,
50. Used-Trucks
901-479-2986
1974 Chevy pickup, $800. Very
Rubert Ainley, Auctioneer & Realtor
dependable 12' utility trailer
435 4128, Lynn Grove, Ky
LIST WITH US FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICE WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
With dual axle and bumper lick VON 753-9400
WIRE

FOR THAT
COUNTRY
FEELING
See this four bedroom,
2 bath roomy brick
home on private acre,
7 miles from Murray.
A real country
charmer priced at only 829,900.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4000 Square foot insulated metal building
on I acres located on
busy higInvEly 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost,$70's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
We're working hard to
provide the best possible Real Estate Service

COMO ANTIQUE SHOP

Paschall
Plumbing Repair

Call 753-2768

r

AUCTION SALE

Otto Chester's
Aurtion Service

•

Ainley Auction &
Real Estate Co.

•
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Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Byers

Mr. Billington's
Rites On Friday
The funeral for Calvin L.
Billington who died Wednesday at his home at 503 South
Ninth Street, Murray, will be
held Friday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiating
and Mrs. Otto Erwin as
organist.
Burial will follow in the
Lone Oak Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Billington, 83, is survived by two sons, the Rev. Vernon K. Billington and Dan Billington; two sisters, Mrs.
Maude Cook and Mrs. Sallie
Williams; two brothers,
Henry and Woodrow Billington; four grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.

Retired Editor Dies
At The Age Of 65
Funeral services for Mrs.
Woodrow (011ie Mae) Coots,
who retired Feb. 1 after 13
years as society and family
editor of The Paducah Sus,
Paducah,are being held today
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Roth Funeral Home there with
the Rev. John Wood and the
Rev. Bob Kersey officiating.
Interment will follow in the
Mt. Kenton Cemetery there.
Mrs. Coots, 65, Paducah,
died Tuesday at the St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn.
She is survived by her husband, Woodrow Coots; her
mother, Mrs. 'Mary Boyers,
Paducah; two daughters, Mrs.
Mary Carol Katzel, Charlotte,
N. C., and Miss Lou Anna
Coots,Paducah.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Effie Byers of 621 Ellis Drive,
Murray, were held today at 11
a.m, at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating. Leland Peeler
directed the music with
singers from the Grace Baptist Church, where she was a
member, with Dwane Jones as
organist.
Pallbearers were Rupert
Maynard, Porter Holland,
Bernice Wisehart, Fred
Workman, Porter Ehilcutt,
and Roy Vaughn. Burial was
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Byers, 81, died Tuesday at 7:45 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
She is survived by two sons,
Cortez Byers, Murray Route 8,
and Lester Byers, Murray;
one sister, Miss Hattie
Vaughn, Murray; one grandchild; three great grandchildren.

Rites On Friday
For J. W. Shelton

Final rites for J. W. (Willie)
Shelton will be held Friday at
11 a.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church with the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White and the Rev.
Randy Shelton officiating.
Mrs. Margaret Wilkins will be
the organist.
Pallbearers will be L. D.
and David Cathey, and Jimmy, Tim, Fred, Charles
Wayne, and Ronnie Shelton.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery with the arrangements by the Max Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Mr. Shelton, 92, died Monday at the Americana Nursing
Home,Orlando, Fla.
He is survived by three
daughters — Mrs. Oscar Orr,
Prices al stocks af tool Interest at It
Orlando, Fla., Mrs. Mary B.
cm. t.ST today furnished to The Murray
Cathey, Murray, and Mrs.
Ledger & Times by First af Michigan
Carp. al Murray,
Nessleroad,
Marvin
Frankfort; three sons —
-3.67
Industrial Average
52$4-44
Air Products
Charles Shelton, Bayersville,
VI-%
American Motors
391/2-4u • N. C., Dr. William C. Shelton,
Ashland
52'15-".
American Telephone
Chevy Chase, Md., and Dr.
Chrysler
John Stanley Shelton, Cape
211.
0
Ford Motor
12S-Is
G.A.F
Girardeau, Mo.; two half
7
1
663
/
4-1
General Dynarnic
Mrs. Maybelle
sisters,
5244-".
General Motors
19741-I-4
General Tire
Burleson and Mrs. Georgia
22/
1
2uric
Goodrich
Kerr, Greenwood, Miss.; 18
16/
3
4+4
Goodyear......
4544-4 ,grandchildren;
Gulf Oil
18 great
1-4-2,
4
26,
Hardees
grandchildren; two great
29.4 unc
Heublein
70
unc
IBM
great grandchildren.

Stock Market

24,4,20sa
20,1-4- Is
34,4-'1
28Atria
29,5+1,a
37-4
1-1-4
.
36,
18b,18`aa

Jerico
K-mart
Kuhn's Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats .
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco.
Wendy's

e

Luther Matheney's
Funeral Services
Scheduled Friday
The funeral services for
1.uther Martin Matheney of
Murray Route 4 will be held
Friday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church, where he was a member,
with the Rev. Billy Turner officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be W. D.
McCuiston, Glen McCuiston,
M. W. Henry, J. C. Goodman,
Ancil Griffin, and Guthrie
Grogan. Burial will follow in
the church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call.
Mr. Matheney, a retired
farmer, died Wednesday at
2:10 a.m, at the Long Term
Care Unit of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was born Dec. 10, 1891, in Tiptonville, Tenn.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Cordie Stephens
Matheney, to whom he was
married on Oct. 7, 1937; two
step daughters, Mrs. Thadious
Estelle). Delaney, Murray
Route 4, and Mrs. Elizabeth
Bailey, Santa Ana, Cal.; two
sons, Charlie Matheney, Searcy, Ark., and Clyde Matheney,
Mountain View,—Cali; five
grandchildren; eight great
grandchildren.

Mrs. Williams Dies
Tuesday At Hospital
Mrs. Dewey ( Virginia
Williams, sister of Mrs. May
Wynn of Murray, died Tilesday at a hospital at Somerville, Tenn. She resided on
Route 4, Somerville, and was
83 years of age.
Born in • Henry County,
Tenn.,she was the daughter of
the late George and Elizabeth
Olds. She was a member of the
Frayser Church of Christ.
She is survived by her husband, Dewey Williams; one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Virginia
Van Eaton, Somerville,
Tenn.; her sister, Mrs. Wynn,
Murray; one brother, Cell
Olds, Paris, Tenn.; one grandson.
The funeral and burial services are being held today
with the National Funeral
Home, Memphis, Tenn., in
charge of the arrangements.

BRAIN FUNCTION
could determine each function
In , the early 1800s, of the brain area by feeling the
phrenologists believed they bumps on a person's head.

SBA Says Franklin County
Residents 'Delinquent'

•••

Miss Nance Dies At Her Home; Funeral To Be On Saturday
Miss Maude Forrest Nance
died today at 3:30 a.m. at her
home at New Concord. Her
death at the age of 71 followed
an extended illness.
The deceased worked as a
feature writer for the Memphis Press Scimitar, Memphis, Tenn., after her graduation from Paducah Tilghman
High School. She later moved
to Chicago, Ill., where she took
up merchandising and was
head of the children's department for one of the large
department stores there.
In the late 1930's she and her
mother, the late Mrs. Ermina
Lovins Nance, returned to
New Concord where she was
active in numerous civic activitiei and business. Her
father was the late Thomas
Forrest Nance.
Miss Nance was a member
of the First United Methodist
Church, the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, the Magazine Club, the
Humane Society of Calloway
County, the Genealogical
Society, the New Concord
Captain
Homemakers,
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution, and of the J. N.

John A. Nance, Napersville,
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Walter Mischke, Jr., and
Dr. Harvey Elder officiating.
Burial will follow in the New
Concord Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m. today ( Thursday).

Sellers Should Be
Legally Bound By
Written Contracts
Maude Forrest Nance
Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy.
She is survived by one
sister, Mrs. John (Sally)
Livesay, and her husband,
New Concord; one brother,
Thomas B. Nance, Murray;
two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Doris
Nance, Murray, and Mrs. Edward S. Nance, Chicago, Ill.;
two nieces, Miss Susan Nance,
Napersville, Ill., and Mrs.
John Hunt(Mary)Jordan, Old
Church, Va.; one nephew,

Has a salesperson ever
made a guarantee to you and
later not followed through
with it'? Sellers are legally
bound by written contracts,
not a salesperson's oral
guarantee. Don't accept oral
guarantees. Check what is
covered by the guarantee,
what it means, and how long
you are protected.
For more information on
Consumer Protection write
The Office • of the Attorney
General, Division of Consumer Protection, Frankfort,
Ky.,40601.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The federal Small Busineess
Administration says there is a
"chronic delinquency" in
more than $3 million it loaned
to Franklin County residents
following the 1978 flood.

Livestock Market
LOULSVILLE, Ky. IAP) — USDA —
Estunated receipts cattle and calves
300; slaughter steers and heifers
untested; limited slaughter classes and
feeders steady.
Slaughter cows commercial 45 5049.00; utthty 44.75-48.25; a few high
dressing and high boning percent 4650-49.75; cutter 42.00-45.70; canner and cutter under 800 lb 34.5439.00; low dressing
canner down to 29.00;
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1-2 10001675 lb 50.00-57 50 including low dressing
down to 50.00;
Slaughter calves and vealers a few
good 200-300 lb vealers 61.0048.00;
choice 300-340 lb calves 60.0041.50:
feeder steers niedium frame 1 300-450 lb
70.00-77.25; a few 510-520 lb 72.5073.00;
medium frame 2 300-500 lb 64.00-70.00; 500430 lb 60.00-70.00; large frame 2 525800 lb holsteins 52.00-60.00; heifers
medium frame 1 300500 lb 60.00-64.25;
medium frame 2300-s60 lb 54 75-60.00;
Stock cows medium frame 1 840-860 lb
2-3 years old 51.50-52.00; small frame 2
600-785 lb 2-3 years old 50.50-55.50;
Hogs 300; compared to Wednesday
barrows and gilts .25-.50 lower; US 1-2
200-240 lb 49.60-49.95; 240.260 lb 49.4049 50; US 2 210-250 lb 49.3049.50; sows
steady instances 1.00 lower; US 1-3 325450 lb 45 00-46.50; 450-5130 lb 46.50-4600;
individual 655 lb 48.75; utility 255-395 lb
25.50-28.50; boars over 300 mostly 43.2543.39; under 300 lb 33.50-37.00;
Sheep 25, untested.

The agency said it will take
"strong legal action" unless
the delinquent homeowners
and businesses make satisfactory arranagements for
repayment of the loans.
Jack Scott, bank relations
officer for the SBA's
Louisville office, said
$2,969,300 was loaned to 282
homeowners and $687,013 to 32
businesses at a 3 percent interest rate.
Scott said 72 of the
homeowners are delinquent,
while one-fifth of the
businesses are behind in
repayment. The overall
amount due SBA is approximately $800,000.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service October 9, 1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hug Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1033 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .75 lower Sows uneven
steady to .50 higher
US l-2 210-240 lbs.
647.75-48.25
US 2 210-250 lbs
847.50-47.75
US 2-3240.260 lbs.
$46.5047.50
US 2-4300-286 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
838.004100
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
640.00-43.00
US 1-3450-560 I be
843.00-44.50
US 1-3500-650 lbs.
$44.50-45.00
US 2-3368-539 lba
$39.90-40.00
Boars over mo 36.00-38.00 under 300
834.00-36.00

PEPPIER!
PIZAZZIER!
ZINGER!
FIZZIER!
SMOOTHER!
Now Available in Plasti-ShielciBottles.

Dixieland Center-Murray, Ky.

Sporting
Styles
That Can't Be
Beat
Youll look
great,& feel
great as you
Cheer your
team to victory
with fashions from
Buckingham Ray:
Tailored Clothing for
men & Women that has
a special look of
classic elegance...,
OM MIN 11111 MEI

Guaranteed To
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For Fall
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